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In 2003, Nova Southeastern Universityresponded to the needs of South Florida
and a large nursing shortage, offering its first
nursing program that started with 40 students
and today offers education to over 1,300. The
first class of B.S.N. nurses graduated in May
2004. The program at that time was a
department within the College of Allied Health
and Nursing. In January 2012, the
department became the seventh college in
the NSU Health Professions Division (HPD)—
the College of Nursing (CON).
   Today, the CON offers a full array of
undergraduate and graduate programs for
individuals wishing to enter the profession
and to licensed nurses looking to enhance
their credentials. Programs include an entry-
level B.S.N. nursing program, R.N. to B.S.N.,
and a R.N. to M.S.N. program for registered
nurses. For nurses possessing a bachelor’s
degree who wish to pursue graduate
degrees, NSU offers Master of Science in
Nursing (M.S.N.) degrees in Nursing
Education, Health Systems Leadership, and
Nursing Informatics specialization. In
addition, NSU offers a clinical M.S.N. in
Advanced Practice Registered Nurse
(A.P.R.N.) that prepares its graduates to take
the certification exam to become a family
nurse practitioner. For nurses who wish to
obtain doctoral degrees, NSU offers the
Doctor of Nursing Practice (D.N.P.) and Ph.D.
in Nursing Education.
   The College of Nursing educational
experience is enhanced with the availability of
high-tech simulation labs at its main campus
in Fort Lauderdale (Davie) and at three of its
regional campuses—Miami, Fort Myers, and
Palm Beach. This technology provides
interactive educational experiences that allow
students to apply new knowledge and skills in
a safe environment. These high-tech patient
simulators have voices, make heart, lung,
bowel sounds, and have pulses and
programmable vital signs that immerse the
student in realistic clinical situations.
Simulation can be utilized in case studies that
simulates both the acute-care environment
and the outpatient office setting.
   NSU nursing graduates are among the
approximated 2.6 million nursing
professionals acutely employed in the United
States today. They will play an important role
in coordinating and providing health care for
people when they are most vulnerable. It will
also require them to offer services in a
changing health care delivery environment. A
robust, innovative, and interdisciplinary
curriculum comprehensively shapes nursing
graduates, preparing them to be
collaborative team members who have the
abilities to guide the coordination of services
for their patients.
   Our college’s highly qualified faculty
members are dedicated to producing nurses
who possess the passion, creativity, integrity,
curiosity, and intelligence required to develop
the nurse leaders of tomorrow who are
prepared to make a difference in health care.
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   Rosebud Foster, Ed.D., who served as special assistant to my office
and as deputy director of the College of Osteopathic Medicine’s AHEC
Program, was a uniquely skilled and intellectually brilliant woman of
incredible humanity and personal capabilities. She also played a major
role in the construct of NSU’s Health Professions Division.
   I first met Dr. Foster, who passed away on July 20, in the early 1980s
during a time when she was serving as the pioneer academician and
administrative leader charged with establishing a series of programs
at Florida International University in Miami, including its nursing pro-
gram. I happened to be working in public service as a member of the
Florida House of Representatives at the time, and she came to me be-
cause my jurisdiction was health issues.
   Working with my legislative colleagues, we supported the establish-
ment of a nursing program at FIU. Several years later, Dr. Foster and
I got to know each other better when I came to work at Southeastern
University of the Health Sciences. At the time, Dr. Foster was serving
as a consultant in our AHEC Program relative to her previous service
as a nurse professional and FIU educator and administrator.
   Although she remained a full-time FIU administrator, the university’s
leadership allowed her to spend a portion of her workweek with us in
the AHEC Program to address the needs of rural and underserved
areas of interest to the Florida Legislature. As the years progressed,
she became more involved with us due to her interests. In the late
1990s, when I became executive vice chancellor and provost of NSU’s
Health Professions Division, I asked Dr. Foster to join us full-time as
she was already contemplating her retirement from FIU.
   In 2001, this became a reality, with Dr. Foster serving as an aca-
demic and informational diplomat for the Health Professions Division
due to the national recognition she had achieved as an individual who
understood health care disparities that existed in minority and under-
served areas. Throughout her distinguished career, she sat on a num-
ber of presidential commissions and served as a respected information
source for the executive offices of various Florida governors because
they trusted her wealth of knowledge, which was not anecdotal. It was
always supported with well-documented facts as well as a lifetime of
experience in dealing with the delivery of—and addressing the dispar-
ities that existed within—health care.
   Dr. Foster was a multifaceted individual who worked closely with Dr.
Steven Zucker and others on our hugely successful tobacco cessation
initiatives. She also taught in our Master of Public Health Program from
its inception and served as a pillar of strength to coordinate, along with
Dr. Cyril Blavo, the ascension of the program to the esteemed and ac-
credited entity it is today. Additionally, she served as my office’s special
assistant in acting as the chairperson for the pro-forma committee that
was established to provide information relative to the viability of creat-
ing a nursing program at the Health Professions Division.
   Because of her well-regarded reputation with the nursing profession
and other health care professionals, she assembled a wonderful team
of individuals that provided us with fact-based information related to
the marketplace conditions and the resultant needs of the nursing pro-
fessional community in the state of Florida. The efforts of Dr. Foster
and her pro-forma committee would soon lead to the successful cre-
ation of our nursing program, which would eventually evolve into the
College of Nursing.
   Dr. Foster was an incredibly valuable asset to the Health Profes-
sions Division and my office. She will be sorely missed not only per-
sonally to me as a person who always displayed her kindness,
guidance, and abilities, but by the individuals who received the advice
and advocacy of a very competent health care professional and
thoughtful human being.
FROM THE HpD
cHANcEllOR
REMEMBERING
AND HONORING
DR. ROSEBUD FOSTER
a unique, brilliant, and kind humanitarian,
who was a strong advocate for the underserved
Frederick Lippman, R.Ph., Ed.D.
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STUDENT AFFAIRS
The Office of Student Affairs strives to unify the
College of Nursing through increasing the re-
sources for student services within the college and
providing educational, cultural, and social opportu-
nities to all students.
The college is dedicated to supporting students in
the matters of financial aid, student government,
career services, student counseling, student advo-
cacy, orientation, graduation, and all student
events. The office’s goal is to enable students by
making their experience successful within the uni-
versity and upon graduation in their careers within
the allied health professions.
Earlier this year, the College of Nursing placed
third in the Annual Ethics Bowl, which features an
ethical debate among multiple disciplines within
the Health Profession Division. In this competition,
student teams are given a health care ethical sce-
nario and rated on how clearly and wisely each
team can state its position. Other HPD participants
included the College of Pharmacy as well as the
College of Health Care Sciences’ Physician Assis-
tant, Occupational Therapy, Vascular Sonography,
Physical Therapy, Audiology, and Anesthesiology
Assistant programs.
In addition, during each fall semester, the Office of
Student Affairs and the college’s dean, Dr. Marcella
Rutherford, has traveled to the Fort Myers, Miami,
Palm Beach, and Orlando Regional Campuses for
the College of Nursing Annual Dean’s Luncheon.
This is a yearly tradition for the students at our dis-
tance locations to have an opportunity to have
lunch and engage in conversations with the dean.
Mary Ellen Mitchell-Rosen, M.S.N., R.N., assistant professor, (left)
with her students at an event to educate the community on healthy living.
Dr. Rutherford assisting at the dean’s luncheon
held at the Fort Myers Regional Campus.
Drs. Derby and Martin at the
Annual Ethics Bowl.
Nursing students participated
at the Shark Shuffle.
Dedicated to
Supporting the Students
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Dr. Linda McCash (center), NSU-CON’s ﬁrst Ph.D. graduate.
NSU’s
College
of
Nursing—
   NSU’s College of Nursing has made tremen-
dous strides over the past 10 years. It all
began in 2001 when Dr. Frederick Lippman,
chancellor of the Health Professions Division,
and Ray Ferrero, Jr., J.D., former NSU presi-
dent, first met with then Florida Governor Jeb
Bush to determine why NSU did not have a
nursing program.
   The successful meeting resulted in Dr. Lipp-
man convening a committee to write a pro
forma (proposal) for a new nursing program,
providing the opportunity for licensed regis-
tered nurses to earn a Bachelor of Science de-
gree in Nursing at NSU. The committee, which
was chaired by the recently deceased Rose-
bud Foster Ed.D., completed its work in ap-
proximately nine months—and Dr. Foster
remained a supporter and consultant for the
program until her death. “Dr. Foster was instru-
mental in helping NSU obtain state funding
from then Governor Bush,” said Richard Davis,
Ed.D., founding dean of NSU’s College of
Health Care Sciences.”
   At the time, Barry University was one of the
few local institutions of higher education offer-
ing this program. According to Dr. Lippman,
the initial plan for NSU’s R.N. to B.S.N. pro-
gram was to offer two evening classes and a
Saturday course to accommodate those work-
ing R.N.s who wanted to further their educa-
tion and career. However, the program soon
became a hybrid with one evening per week,
and in 2005, the totally online format became
available to students.
   Once the R.N. to B.S.N. program was ap-
proved by NSU’s New Program Committee, Dr.
Lippman reached out to two Broward County
leaders in nursing education to develop the
curriculum: Sally Weiss Ed.D., R.N., CNE,
ANEF, and Diane Whitehead, Ed.D., R.N.,
ANEF. Dr. Whitehead became the first depart-
ment chair of the new nursing program, while
Dr. Weiss became the first R.N. to B.S.N. pro-
gram director. “This was an exciting time,” said
Dr. Whitehead. “We developed a full R.N. to
B.S.N. program curriculum in two months and
were ready for January 2003 with 45 students.”
   In 2003, the Board of Trustees approved the
Master of Science in Nursing with specializa-
tions in public health, nursing education, and
health systems leadership. “I remember the ex-
citement when we developed the curriculum for
this program, attended the Florida Board of
Nursing meeting, and received approval,” Dr.
Weiss recalled.
   About 18 months after starting the R.N. to
B.S.N. program, the nursing department ex-
panded, adding the Entry-Level Nursing pro-
gram. To assist in this effort, Dr. Whitehead
reached out to longtime colleague Gale Wool-
ley Ed.D., A.R.N.P., CNE. “It was so exciting to
be part of a new program from its inception,”
said Dr. Woolley. “We—Dr. Whitehead, Dr.
Weiss, and I—quickly became known as the
Three W’s and were empowered to create and
fine-tune the curriculum, hire more faculty
members, recruit and select entry-level stu-
dents, and design a skills laboratory for our
Continued on the next page...
from
Humble
Beginnings to
Cutting Edge
By Marcella Rutherford, Ph.D., M.B.A., M.S.N., Dean;
Matthew DeBruin, Director of Student Outreach;
Gale Woolley, Ed.D., A.R.N.P., CNE, Associate Dean of Entry Level,
and Linda Strommen, Ed.D., M.S.N., R.N., Associate Dean of Operations
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students. It was one of the highest points in
my career. We had so much fun.”
   The Entry-Level Nursing (ELN) program
began in June 2005 with 36 students.
Twenty-seven months later, 24 of these stu-
dents graduated. Because they all passed
their NCLEX-RN examinations on their first
attempt, they became known as the 24
Strong. Today, the ELN program boasts over
850 students across the three campuses in
Fort Lauderdale, Fort Myers, and Miami. Our
cutting-edge facilities, which include clinical
skills laboratories, human patient simulators,
and mock isolation rooms, are housed at all
three sites.
   In 2006, the nursing department gained ap-
proval to establish a Ph.D. in Nursing Educa-
tion degree. Six years later, the College of
Nursing celebrated its first Ph.D.
graduate when Linda Mc-
Cash, Ph.D., R.N., completed
the program in 2012. Next up
was the development of the Doctor of Nursing
Practice (D.N.P.) program, which was placed
on the Palm Beach Regional Campus.
   “Being part of the NSU Health Professions
Division was instrumental and helped us to
rapidly develop all our programs,” said Dr.
Whitehead. “By 2011, we had five campuses
and over 1,200 students. Dr. Weiss and I
could hardly believe how fast the years had
gone by and how fortunate we were to have
all these successes. For our first eight years, I
was a frequent attendee at the NSU New Pro-
gram Committee requesting approval for an-
other new program.”
   The latest new kid on the block is the Ad-
vanced Practice Registered Nurse (A.P.R.N.)
program that began in 2012 and is offered at
the Palm Beach Regional Campus.
  In 2011, Dr. Davis approached Dr. Lippman
about the possibility of the nursing department
becoming a separate college. The request
was sanctioned, and Dr. Rutherford, who
served as associate chair of academic affairs
at the time, was approved by the NSU Board
of Trustees to become the founding dean of
NSU’s College of Nursing, becoming the 7th
college in the HPD and NSU’s 17th college.
   Transitioning the department to a college in-
volved numerous changes and challenged the
nursing faculty to both accept and embrace
this significant opportunity. “The hard work
has been worth it,” said Dr. Rutherford. “We
had the support of our colleagues from the for-
mer College of Allied Health and Nursing,
which became the College of Health Care 
Sciences. Almost three years later, our college
continues to grow and address the
needs for nursing within 
the community.”
...Continued from the previous page
The ELN program’s ﬁrst graduates, the 24 Strong. A.P.R.N. students at the Palm Beach Regional Campus.
Susan Holland, M.S.N., R.N., interim program director, teaching entry-level 
nursing students how to assess a patient at the Fort Myers Regional Campus.
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Meet Our Administrative Team
Continued on the next page...
BARRETT HANLON WOOLLEY DE BRUIN GRANATASTROMMEN
BARBARA BARRETT, D.N.P., A.R.N.P.
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs
    Dr. Barrett earned a Doctorate in Nursing Practice
from the University of Miami, a Master of Science in
Nursing/Advanced Practice Registered Nurse
(A.R.N.P.) from Florida International University, a
Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Barry University,
and a Bachelor of Business Administration from City
University of New York/Bernard M. Baruch College.
She is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in Family Therapy. 
    Her academic background includes experiences in
didactic and clinical curriculum instruction and devel-
opment, as well as administrative functions that sup-
port the quality and integrity of educational programs.
    Her scholarly interests and practice focus on emo-
tional health and wellness in vulnerable populations
such as adolescents and the elderly. Dr. Barrett is the
founder and chief executive officer of Mental Health
Matters, Inc.—a private mental health practice that
provides mental health and wellness services aimed
at increasing access to underserved clients. Services
are provided across the lifespan in community, outpa-
tient, and residential settings.
    Additionally, Dr. Barrett serves as a consultant for
the Florida Department of Juvenile Justice and Our
Children Our Future, Inc. She also is the founder of
The Soaring High Foundation, Inc.—a not-for-profit or-
ganization that focuses on adolescent lifestyle skills
training, mentoring, and career guidance.
ANDRA HANLON, PH.D., A.R.N.P., CPNP
Associate Dean of Graduate Programs
    Dr. Hanlon received her B.S.N. degree from
Georgetown University, her Master of Science in Nurs-
ing from Rutgers University, a Certified Pediatric
Nurse Practitioner accreditation from Marquette Uni-
versity, and a Ph.D. in Nursing from Loyola University.
    She possesses an extensive background in both
didactic and clinical education, having served as di-
rector of the master’s programs for clinical specializa-
tions and as founding director of the Barry University
D.N.P. Program. Previously, Dr. Hanlon held teaching
positions at Barry, Marquette, Loyola Chicago, St.
Xavier, Rutgers, and Kean.
    Dr. Hanlon is a Certified Pediatric Mental Health
Specialist and serves the Pediatric Nursing Certifica-
tion Board as an item writer for its Pediatric Primary
Care and Pediatric Mental Health Specialist Certifica-
tion exams. She also is a Fellow of the National As-
sociation of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners as well as a
member of its National Professional Issues Commit-
tee. In addition, she is a member of the American As-
sociation of Nurse Practitioners and Sigma Theta Tau.
LINDA STROMMEN ED.D., M.S.N., R.N.
Associate Dean of Operations
    Dr. Strommen, who is a legal nurse consultant,
earned her Doctor of Education degree from NSU, her
Master of Science degree in Nursing from Saint
Joseph’s College in Standish, Maine, and her Bachelor
of Science degree in Nursing from the College of Saint
Benedicts in St. Joseph, Minnesota. She has over 30
years of experience in nursing that includes education,
executive leadership, hospital practice, outpatient sur-
gery, home health, staffing, and long-term care.
    Dr. Strommen’s doctoral dissertation involved pro-
gram evaluation of the leadership and business
courses that are taught in the R.N. to B.S.N. program
at NSU. As a result of her research, best practices in
leadership and business needed by registered nurses
in today’s health care environment were incorporated
into both courses.
    Prior to joining the NSU faculty in 2004, Dr. Strom-
men was the regional director for 13 home health
agencies in Southwest Florida. She began her aca-
demic career as a program director for the R.N. to
B.S.N. program in Fort Myers and recruited the first
group of R.N. to B.S.N. students from Fort Myers into
the program. In addition, she was instrumental in the
development of taking the R.N. to B.S.N. program on-
line and assisted with all curriculum development.
GALE R. WOOLLEY ED.D., A.R.N.P., CNE
Associate Dean, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Woolley received her Bachelor of Science in
Nursing from the University of Rhode Island, her
Master of Science in Nursing with a specialization in
psychiatric/mental health nursing from Adelphi Uni-
versity, and her doctorate in Adult Education and
Human Resource Development from Florida Inter-
national University.
    Virtually all of Dr. Woolley’s clinical experience took
place in various venues for adolescent psychiatry,
ranging from inpatient and crisis intervention units to
private practice. She taught nursing for over 40 years
at Jackson Memorial Hospital, Barry University, and
Miami-Dade College, where she also served as chair
of the nursing department. Dr. Woolley joined NSU in
2004, becoming a founding team member of the nurs-
ing department and serving as the inaugural program
director of the Entry-Level Nursing Program from
2004-2009.
    Although Dr. Woolley attempted to retire in 2009,
she remained connected to the College of Nursing in
the role of adjunct professor, where she played an in-
tegral role in the curriculum development of some of
the graduate programs and in teaching graduate stu-
dents. She returned to the position of associate dean
in September 2014, realizing that her only major fail-
ure in life was, in fact, retirement.
MATTHEW DE BRUIN, B.S.
Director of Student Outreach
    De Bruin received his bachelor’s degree from NSU
and is working toward earning his master’s in Market-
ing from the university’s H. Wayne Huizenga School
of Business and Entrepreneurship.
    He launched his professional career with a position
at AT&T while pursuing his bachelor’s degree. During
his senior year at NSU, De Bruin began working for
Sunrise Sports and Entertainment to gain a better un-
derstanding of how marketing and advertising im-
pacted the sports industry. After graduating from NSU,
he accepted a position at Enterprise Rent-a-Car,
which allowed him to gain valuable knowledge in the
business industry that would eventually lead him back
to NSU.
    De Bruin, who enjoys spending time with family and
friends and participating in outdoor activities such as
fishing and mountain biking, possesses a wealth of
knowledge about NSU and its resources that stretches
back to 2004. He looks forward to continuing his NSU
career and helping the College of Nursing become
one of the most prestigious nursing schools in the
United States.
JESSICA GRANATA, A.P.R.N., FNP-C
Director of Clinical Services
    Granata received her undergraduate degrees in
nursing and psychology from Quincy College in
Quincy, Massachusetts, and the University of Mas-
sachusetts in Boston. She received her Master of
Science in Nursing (family nurse practitioner) with a
secondary emphasis in education from Azusa Pacific
University in Azusa, California. Currently, she is
working toward completing a Doctor of Nursing Prac-
tice degree.
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    One of Granata’s areas of interest is in the role of
nutrition on health and wellness. She is currently re-
searching the role of vitamin D deficiency in common
chronic conditions such as hypertension, diabetes,
metabolic syndrome, and others.
JO ANN KLEIER, PH.D., ED.D., ACNP-BC
Director of Nursing Research
    Dr. Kleier received her B.S.N. degree from the Uni-
versity of South Florida, her M.S.N. from the Univer-
sity of Miami, her Ed.D. from Florida International
University, and her Ph.D. from Barry University. Dr.
Kleier, who completed a post-master’s acute care
nurse practitioner certificate at Barry University, has
been a nurse educator for approximately 30 years
and has taught at Broward College, Barry University,
and Nova Southeastern University.
    As a urological nurse practitioner, Dr. Kleier is ac-
tive in the urologic nurses’ professional organization
and serves on both the Urologic Nursing Editorial
Board and the Certification Board for Urologic Nurses
and Associates. Her research, which has focused on
the decision-making processes of ethnic minorities
related to health screening behaviors, has received
awards within the area of urologic nursing and has
been recognized by urologic physicians’ groups. Dr.
Kleier, who came to NSU in 2010, has served as a
graduate faculty member and as director for the
A.P.R.N. and D.N.P. programs.
TERRY OGILBY, PH.D., M.S.N., M.P.H., R.N.
Coordinator of Clinical Services
Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Ogilby, who began her college education at
Edison State College, obtained her B.S.N., M.S.N.,
and M.P.H. degrees from the University of South
Florida in Tampa and her Ph.D. in Health Care Ad-
ministration from Capella University.
    After launching her career at Lee Memorial Hospital
in Fort Myers, Florida, where she served in various
roles, including supervisor of epidemiology, Dr. Ogilby
became the nursing director of the DeSoto County
Health Department in Arcadia, Florida. After 20-plus
years of working in the public health arena, she
switched her focus to teaching, returning to Edison
State College to become its nursing lab supervisor be-
fore joining the NSU faculty team a few years later.
    Initially, Dr. Ogilby served as an NSU adjunct pro-
fessor in the R.N.-B.S.N. program, but there soon de-
veloped a need to launch an entry-level B.S.N. pro-
gram in the Lee County area. After helping to launch
the program, she found herself missing the various
aspects of teaching, which led her to become an as-
sociate professor in the Community Health, Leader-
ship, and Business courses. Additionally, because her
main interest is in the realm of public/community
health, she currently serves as co-investigator for a
research study to identify students’ perceptions of
their clinical experiences in rural and underserved
community health centers.
ILEANA PETRONE, M.B.A.
Director of Finance and Administrative Services
    Petrone received her bachelor’s degree as well as
her master’s in Business Administration from Nova
Southeastern University. She began her NSU career
in the payroll department in 2002, and quickly moved
up through promotions from payroll to the Office of
Human Resources, where she remained until Sep-
tember 2011 when she was promoted to her current
role as director of administrative services for the Col-
lege of Nursing.
    She enjoys spending time with her adorable twins
(one boy, one girl) as well as watching more television
than she cares to admit. She also is an avid fan of
reading speculative and dystopian fiction as well as
venerated literary works.
DONNA SHAW, M.S.N., R.N.
Director of Clinical Services
Miami Regional Campus in Kendall 
    Shaw, who serves as an assistant professor, re-
ceived her undergraduate degree from the University
of Miami and her graduate degree from the University
of Phoenix. She is currently enrolled in the Doctor of
Education program at Nova Southeastern University.
    She has worked in the field of mental health
throughout her nursing career in both clinical and ad-
ministrative positions and has been an educator since
1991. She also spent 12 years working as a consult-
ant in the area of health care accreditation. Shaw,
who has served as director of clinical services at
NSU’s Miami Regional Campus in Kendall since
2012, began her NSU career as an adjunct faculty
member and shortly thereafter assumed a full-time
role in June 2010.
    Her many interests include reading, sailing, ani-
mals, learning, and promoting a sustainable lifestyle.
LISA B. SOONTUPE, ED.D., R.N.
Coordinator of Clinical Services
Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Soontupe earned her Bachelor of Science de-
gree in Nursing from the State University of New York
Downstate Medical Center, a Master of Arts degree
in Nursing Education from New York University, and
a Doctor of Education degree in Higher Education
Leadership from Nova Southeastern University.
    Her work experience comprises various areas of
medical and surgical nursing as well as nurse re-
searcher positions that include serving as a clinical
educator in nephrology nursing, which is a position
that encompassed staff development and clinical ed-
ucation as well as direct patient care. Dr. Soontupe’s
teaching experience includes 20 years in higher ed-
ucation at both the baccalaureate- and associate-de-
gree levels.
    Dr. Soontupe joined the NSU faculty team as an
associate professor in the College of Nursing and has
taught all levels of adult health nursing, pharmacol-
ogy, pathophysiology, and nursing practicum. In ad-
dition, she works with graduate students in the nurse
educator track and serves on various doctoral disser-
tation committees. She was appointed director of clin-
ical services for the Entry-Level Nursing program in
Fort Lauderdale in 2011.
ANDREA WRAY, M.B.A.
Director, Student Affairs
    Wray received her bachelor’s degree from Florida
Atlantic University and her master’s in Leadership
from NSU’s H. Wayne Huizenga School of Business
and Entrepreneurship.
    Because of the challenges she endured during the
admissions’ phase of her undergraduate program, as
well as adjusting to a new school, new environment,
and new country, she immediately accepted an offer
to become a part-time NSU peer counselor. Wray
saw this position as an opportunity to help ensure that
incoming students experienced a smooth transition
to the college/university setting. It was during this
time that she realized she wanted to work in the field
of academia, which is exactly what she’s been doing
throughout the past decade.
    She began working in the dean’s office of what is
now known as NSU’s College of Health Care Sci-
ences in 2007 before transferring to the College of
Nursing in 2012.
Meet Our Administrative Team
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THERESSA ROBINSON BRAHIM
D.N.P., A.R.N.P., M.S.N., M.S.
Program Director
Entry-Level Nursing Program (Miami)
    Dr. Brahim received a Bachelor of Science in Nurs-
ing from Florida State University, a Master of Science
in Human Resources and Administration from St.
Thomas University, a Master of Science in Nursing
from Barry University, an Advanced Registered Nurse
Practitioner degree from Florida International Univer-
sity, and her Doctor of Nursing Practice degree from
the University of Miami.
    Prior to joining the NSU faculty in 2013, Dr. Brahim
amassed an enviable professional résumé that in-
cluded working as a registered nurse on a cardiac unit
and as a psychiatric nurse in a state institution for 18
years. She later accepted a position as a nursing pro-
fessor at Miami Dade College, where she provided in-
struction in psychiatric nursing for 27 years. She also
has practiced as an A.R.N.P. in psychiatric mental
health inpatient, outpatient, and private psychiatric of-
fice settings.
    Currently, she is developing antiviolence e-mod-
ules to be utilized in public school systems and is fi-
nalizing work on articles to be published on the
assessment of violence in children and adolescents
and teaching nursing courses on the Miami Regional
Campus in Kendall. She also serves as a member of
the college’s Faculty Affairs Committee, Faculty Attire
Research Committee, and the Standardized Testing
Ad-Hoc Committee.
PATRICIA WELCH DITTMAN, PH.D., M.S.N., CDE
Program Director, Ph.D. and M.S.N. Programs
    Dr. Dittman received her undergraduate nursing
degree from Salve Regina University in Newport,
Rhode Island, and her master’s and Ph.D. degrees in
Nursing from Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton.
In addition, she is is a Magnet Appraiser for the Amer-
ican Nurses Credentialing Center and a nationally
Certified Diabetes Educator.
    Prior to joining NSU in 2006, she worked as a di-
rector of nursing at Holy Cross Hospital in Fort Laud-
erdale for 17 years. Currently, she is involved with
policy on a state level, serving on the Florida Board
of Nursing, Florida Nurse Association, and Florida Or-
ganization of Nurse Executives. 
    In addition, Dr. Dittman is very dedicated to her re-
search, which focuses on qualitative methods related
to chemical dependency in nursing, nursing leader-
ship, policy, governance, and diabetes. She is a mem-
ber of the Florida Organization of Nurse Executives
Research Committee, the NSU Health Professions Di-
vision Research Committee, and the NSU College of
Health Care Sciences and College of Nursing Re-
search Committee. Currently, she is working on a
grant concerning diabetes in African Americans.
SUSAN HOLLAND, M.S.N., R.N.
Program Director
Entry-Level Nursing Program (Fort Myers)
    Holland, who earned a Bachelor of Science in Nurs-
ing and a Master of Science in Nursing from the Uni-
versity of Central Florida, is currently a Ph.D. candidate
at the University of Phoenix College of Nursing.
    She began her nursing career as a cardiac nurse,
but the majority of her career has been spent working
in the maternal and child area of nursing. She has had
the opportunity to practice nursing in a variety of set-
tings, including public health, school health, home
health, and administration. In addition, she has been
an educator since 2007 and has experience in pro-
gram management and accreditation.
    Holland, who has worked at NSU’s Fort Myers Re-
gional Campus since January 2013 with a specialty
in obstetrics and pediatrics, is interested in research 
related to the development of clinical judgment, 
the effects of simulation, and factors that predict
NCLEX success.
Continued on the next page...
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MARY D. MITES CAMPBELL
PH.D., M.S.N.-ADM, R.N., CTTS, CCHP
Program Director
A.P.R.N. Program
    Dr. Campbell received her undergraduate degree
from Florida International University and earned both
her M.S.N. in Administration and Ph.D. in Nursing from
Barry University in Miami Shores, Florida. Over the
past 28 years, Dr. Campbell has worked as a nurse for
the Jackson Health System, serving as director of
nursing/health service administrator at Correction
Health Services. She has worked in the academic en-
vironment since 1999 as an adjunct faculty for the
Miami Dade College, Florida International University,
the University of Phoenix, and currently as interim pro-
gram director for the A.P.R.N. program at NSU.
   Dr. Campbell’s interest in research stemmed from
a research initiative in 2000 with the International
Early Lung Cancer Program/Cornell University/Jessie
Trice Community Health Center/Camillus House Care
Center/AHEC/Jackson Health System that addressed
high-risk, low-income adult smokers prone to lung
cancer in underserved communities. She is currently
working with NSU’s College of Osteopathic Medicine
and College of Nursing on integrating smoking ces-
sation curriculum into the A.P.R.N. clinical program.
C. CHRISTINE ORTON PH.D., A.P.R.N., CNE
Program Director
D.N.P. Program
    Dr. Orton received a bachelor’s degree in Nursing
from the University of Maryland, a master’s in Primary
Care of Families from Hampton University in Virginia,
and a doctoral degree in Nursing of Minority Families
from Hampton University. She also earned her Certi-
fied Nurse Educator credential from the National
League for Nursing.
    Over the past 24 years, Dr. Orton has gained a
range of experience by working in various clinical
settings such as a neo-natal ICU, medical ICU,
open-heart unit, and general ICUs. In addition, she
has worked as a family nurse practitioner in clinics
serving vulnerable and homeless patients, as well
as in internal medicine offices, and has taught stu-
dents in undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate
nursing programs.
    Her primary area of research interest involves
working with vulnerable populations, which include the
homeless, women, the poor, and the elderly.
DEBBIE MCGREGOR, ED.D., M.S.N., R.N.-C
Program Director
Entry-Level Program (Fort Lauderdale)
    Dr. McGregor was born in London, England, and
completed her basic nursing education at the Univer-
sity of the West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica. She re-
ceived her bachelor’s degree in Nursing and her
master’s degree in Nursing Education from Barry Uni-
versity before going on to earn a doctoral degree in
Higher Education, Leadership, and Policy Studies
from Florida International University.
    Dr. McGregor, who has worked in the nursing pro-
fession for over 30 years and specializes in obstetrics
and women’s health, is certified in inpatient obstetrics
and is a licensed childbirth educator. In addition, she
has taught at Miami Dade College, Broward College,
and Barry University and served as a site visitor for the
National League for Nursing Accrediting Commission.
    In her role as an associate professor in the College
of Nursing, she possesses a passion for service
learning and simulation and has collaborated with
other nursing colleagues to engage students in a
study-abroad program to Jamaica and Grenada. Dr.
McGregor, who enjoys conducting research on topics
that include nursing, education, and women’s health
issues, recently worked on a study that identified pre-
dictors that contribute to black-white disparities
among age-adjusted women for breast cancer along
with colleagues. She was also engaged in research
on the development of cultural competence among
nursing students.
Meet Our program Directors
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Vinette Alexander, D.N.P., A.P.R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Alexander earned her bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in Nursing from Florida International Univer-
sity in Miami and her doctorate in Nursing from the
University of Miami. She also pursued postdoctoral
training in the field of nursing education at Nova
Southeastern University. She specializes in adult
health, currently practices with an internal medicine
physician in Miramar, Florida, and is credentialed with
the Memorial Healthcare System.
   During her career, Dr. Alexander has held positions
as associate nurse manager at Jackson Memorial
Hospital in Miami and director of education at Tenet
Home Health Care in North Miami Beach. Her teach-
ing experience, which spans over 17 years in higher
education, includes providing bachelor’s-level instruc-
tion in subject areas such as Foundations of Profes-
sional Nursing Practice, Concepts of Adult Health
Nursing I, II, and III, The Business of Health Care,
Leadership, and Trends in Nursing.
    Dr. Alexander, who joined NSU as an assistant pro-
fessor in August 2011, has worked on an array of re-
search projects that includes replication of a study on
“The Effects of Therapeutic Touch in Reducing Pain
in Cancer Patients,” “Identifying Methods to Reduce
Complications of Chronic Diseases such as Hyperten-
sion and Diabetes,” and “Identifying Methods to Pro-
mote Elimination of Health Care Disparity in Minority
Populations.”
Camille Baldwin M.S.N., R.N., CNE
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Baldwin, who serves as an assistant professor and
became an NSU faculty member in July 2009, re-
ceived her undergraduate degree from West Texas
A&M University and her M.S.N. from Florida Atlantic
University. She has been a registered nurse for 16
years and has gained experience in both adult and
pediatric critical care health settings since graduating
with a specialty in cardiovascular and neurovascular
surgical areas.
    She is currently pursuing her doctorate in Educa-
tion at NSU, which features a concentration in health
care education and a minor in adult education. Bald-
win’s dissertation will focus on developing critical-
thinking skills in beginning nursing students. In
addition, she has conducted research regarding pe-
diatric pain modalities.
Lynne Bryant, Ed.D., M.S.N., R.N., CNE
Associate Professor, M.S.N. and Ph.D. Programs
    Dr. Bryant, who has been an NSU faculty member
since 2008, received her undergraduate degree from
the University of Maryland, her master’s from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, and her Doctor of Education
degree from Florida International University.
    Throughout her career, Dr. Bryant has had the op-
portunity to practice nursing in many different areas
and positions. Her experiences include working as a
staff nurse, manager, researcher, and educator as
well as practicing in critical care, large teaching hos-
pitals, small community hospitals, research units,
diploma and community college programs, and the
university setting.
    Her interests, which include educational research
and evidence-based practice, motivated her to coau-
thor an article about integrating multiculturalism into
nursing curricula in the Journal of Professional Nursing
and a chapter about teaching evidence-based practice
in Teaching Nursing: The Art and Science. Dr. Bryant
also has developed many of the education courses
currently offered in the M.S.N. and Ph.D. programs.
Kristi Campoe, M.S.N., R.N., CMSRN, CPHQ
Assistant Professor
R.N. to B.S.N. Program (Orlando)
    Campoe, who began her tenure as an NSU faculty
member in 2007 as an adjunct, earned a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing from the University of Texas Med-
ical Branch and a Master of Science in Nursing from
Nova Southeastern University. She is currently a
Ph.D. candidate at the University of Central Florida
College of Nursing.
    As a registered nurse with clinical experience in
medical-surgical, telemetry, and adult progressive care
areas, she maintains clinical certification from the
Academy of Medical-Surgical Nurses and professional
certification by the National Association of Healthcare
Quality. Additionally, she had held hospital-based and
private-industry leadership, management, and consult-
ing roles in several major health care organizations.
   Health care quality and safety are central to Cam-
poe’s teaching and research interests, which involve
seeking ways to improve patient safety by mitigating
medication errors in medical-surgical nursing practice.
Her research draws from human factors and psychol-
ogy disciplines to improve the understanding of
nurses’ interactions with complex medical devices that
lead to medication errors. Her most recent research
involves applying human factors usability methods to
identify device-related usability problems that con-
tribute to medication errors. Based at the Orlando 
Regional Campus, Campoe teaches junior- and sen-
ior-level nursing courses focused on professional tran-
sitions, leadership/management, and health care
quality and safety.
Robin Chard, Ph.D., R.N., CNOR
Associate Professor, M.S.N. and Ph.D. Programs
    Dr. Chard, who began her tenure at NSU’s College
of Nursing as an adjunct professor and became a full-
time associate professor in 2011, received her B.S.N.
from Florida International University, an M.S.N. in Nurs-
ing Education from Barry University, and a Ph.D. from
Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
    During her 28-year career as an R.N., Dr. Chard
has practiced primarily as a perioperative nurse. She
began her teaching career as a surgical services ed-
ucator and has taught in undergraduate, graduate,
and doctoral nursing programs. Dr. Chard, who is a
certified operating-room nurse, also pursues her re-
search interests in the areas of surgical patient safety
and nursing errors. 
Joan Coke, M.P.H., A.R.N.P.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Coke, who launched her NSU career as an adjunct
clinical nursing professor in 2007 and became a full-
time assistant professor in 2008, received a diploma
in Nursing from University Hospital of the West Indies.
She obtained her undergraduate degree from Barry
University and earned her Master of Public Health as
well as her Master of Science of Nursing (Advanced
Registered Nurse Practitioner) degree from Florida In-
ternational University. She is currently working toward
her doctoral degree in Higher Education Leadership
at NSU.
    Her areas of specialty include pediatrics, neuro-
surgery, orthopedics, medical-surgical, obstetrics, and
primary care health. In addition, she is conducting re-
search related to medical-surgical, community health,
and genetics topics and currently serves as the co-in-
vestigator of a qualitative research study entitled “Nurs-
ing Students’ Perception of Their Clinical Experience
in Rural and Underserved Community Centers.”
Luvencia Connor, M.S.N., R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Connor, who serves as an assistant professor in
the College of Nursing, obtained her bachelor’s de-
gree in Nursing from the University of the Virgin Is-
lands and her Master of Science in Nursing from the
University of Phoenix. Currently, she is pursuing a
Doctor of Education degree at NSU’s Fischler School
of Education. 
    She has an extensive clinical background in the
maternal-child realm, focusing her research efforts on
sickle-cell disease and utilizing simulation to enhance
learning and empower students through simulation
and reflection. Connor, whose primary teaching re-
sponsibilities are in the undergraduate program, also
serves as a faculty adviser and as chair of the col-
lege’s Curriculum Council.
Jacqueline Davis M.S.N., R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Davis, who has been a faculty member since 2008,
received her undergraduate degree from Florida In-
ternational University and her M.S.N. from Barry Uni-
versity. Prior to joining the College of Nursing faculty
team, she spent more than 20 years working in the
Baptist Health South Florida system, which included
stints as a direct care nurse at Baptist Hospital and
Baptist Children’s Hospital. In addition to her NSU du-
ties, Davis works on a per-diem basis for Miami-Dade
College and Barry University.
    In her role as a College of Nursing assistant pro-
fessor, she teaches in the Nursing Pharmacology and
Maternal/Child Nursing courses.
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Marcia Derby-Davis, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N.
Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Derby-Davis, who joined the NSU nursing fac-
ulty in 2006, began her health care career in 1987
after earning her associate’s degree in Nursing from
Southern University in Collegedale, Tennessee. Fol-
lowing graduation, she returned to South Florida to
launch her nursing career. Several years later, she
resumed her studies, earning her Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree in Nursing from Florida Atlantic Univer-
sity in 2000. 
    Because she is a dedicated lifelong learner, Dr.
Derby-Davis went on to receive a Master of Science
degree in Nursing from the University of Phoenix in
2006. In 2012, she continued her educational quest
by earning her doctoral degree in Nursing at Barry
University in Miami, Florida.
    Over the years, she has presented at local and na-
tional conferences on numerous topics, including the
nursing predictors of nursing faculty job satisfaction,
utilizing simulation to enhance learning, resilience,
and nursing leadership, and global nursing strategies.
“Teaching is my passion, and I believe every student
is created for greatness, Dr. Derby-Davis stated. “My
motto is ‘failure is not an option.’”
Debbie Diamond, M.S.N., A.R.N.P., FNP-BC
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Diamond received her nursing diploma from the
Jackson Memorial Hospital School of Nursing, her
Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Florida Interna-
tional University, and her Master of Science in Nursing
from Barry University with a specialization in nursing
administration. She also became board certified as a
family nurse practitioner.
    The majority of her career has been spent working
in pediatrics, particularly in the pediatric oncology spe-
cialty. Diamond, who joined the Baptist Scholars de-
partment in 2007, provides instruction to College of
Nursing students and has taught courses in pediatrics,
leadership, business, medical-surgical nursing, and
health assessment.
    She wholeheartedly believes in the nursing profes-
sion and is energized by creating a classroom environ-
ment that enables students to learn without pressure.
Aline Monique Dowd, M.S.N., A.R.N.P.-BC
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dowd, who joined the NSU faculty team in August
2008, earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
Nursing from Florida International University in Miami,
Florida, and received her certification as an Advanced
Registered Nurse Practitioner specializing in adult
health in 2006. Currently, she is pursuing her doctor-
ate degree in Health Care Education at NSU’s Abra-
ham S. Fischler School of Education.
    Her clinical experience includes adult health, pedi-
atric health, and clinical nursing education, while she
has taught courses that encompass a range of topics
such as Foundations of Professional Nursing Practice,
Mathematical Applications for Nursing Practice, Foun-
dations for Health Assessment, Primary Concepts of
Adult Health Nursing I, Pharmacologic Basis for Nurs-
ing Interventions I, and Pharmacologic Basis for Nurs-
ing Interventions II.
    Dowd’s current area of research involves the inte-
gration of technology to promote nursing student en-
gagement in the classroom.
Ana Fernandez, D.N.P., M.S.N., R.N., CNE
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Fernandez, who joined the College of Nursing
in 2011 as its clinical manager of human patient simu-
lation, received a nursing diploma from Jackson Me-
morial Hospital School of Nursing and a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing from Excelsior College. She then
earned a Master of Science in Nursing Education and
a doctoral degree in Nursing from Walden University.
    In a career that spans over 30 years, she has
worked in various areas of nursing that include med-
ical-surgical, burns, trauma, gynecology and oncology,
home health quality assurance, and pediatric home
health. Her research interests include the evolution of
simulation-based learning and its relationship with
clinical judgment. She is currently working on research
related to the effects of the electronic health record on
documentation in the simulation lab.
Cynthia Fletcher, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N.
Associate Professor, M.S.N. and Ph.D. Programs
    Dr. Fletcher received her bachelor’s degree from
Long Island University in Brooklyn, New York, her mas-
ter’s from Hunter College in New York, and her doctor-
ate from the University of Miami. She also completed
postdoctoral training at Indiana University in Indianapo-
lis as well as a genetic fellowship at the National Insti-
tute of Nursing Research in Bethesda, Maryland.
    Dr. Fletcher, who specialized in critical care nursing
and assumed many administrative positions in acute
care, has held faculty positions at universities in Ala-
bama, Indiana, and New York. 
Her primary area of research involves improving the
quality of life for individuals with sickle cell disease.
She is presently investigating the perceptions of stu-
dents to clinical experiences in rural and underserved
community sites.
Joan Frater-Clarke, R.N., M.P.H., M.S.N., A.R.N.P.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
   Frater-Clarke, who began her NSU career as an
adjunct clinical professor before becoming a full-
time faculty member in 2009, obtained her Bache-
lor of Science degree in Nursing from Barry
University. She then received a Master of Public
Health degree, a graduate certificate in gerontol-
ogy, and a Master’s of Science degree in Nurs-
ing/A.R.N.P. from Florida International University.
Currently, she is in the midst of completing a doc-
toral degree in Nursing Education at Nova South-
eastern University.
   Her specializations include medical-surgical
nursing, adult health care, and adult education and
development research. She also serves as chair
of the college’s Faculty Affairs Committee.
Linda Fritzinger-Hearn, M.S.N., R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Fritzinger-Hearn, who began working at NSU in the
fall of 2009, received her undergraduate and master’s
degrees in Nursing Education from Nova Southeast-
ern University and is in the process of completing her
doctorate in Education at the university.
    Her career has featured a mix of experience that
includes working in psychiatric nursing with eating dis-
order and chronic pain clients as well as in community
nursing with traumatic brain-injured and developmen-
tally disabled clients. Positions she has held include
case management and rehabilitation admissions liai-
son, assistant nurse manager, and nurse educator.
    Fritzinger-Hearn, who is extremely involved in com-
munity initiatives, is working with colleagues on re-
search regarding the underserved population in South
Florida and is conducting research regarding new
nurse employment qualifications. She worked at
NSU’s Miami Regional Campus in Kendall until the fall
of 2012, which is when she transferred to the main
campus in Davie.
Kelly Goebel, D.N.P., M.S.N., ACNP-BC
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Goebel, who has been with NSU since 2010 in-
structing students in nursing research, health assess-
ment, and advanced medical-surgical nursing, received
her undergraduate degree from St. Joseph’s College of
Nursing, her Master of Science in Nursing from Loyola
University Chicago, and her Doctor of Nursing Practice
degree from the University of South Florida.
    Over the past few decades, she has gained expe-
rience in critical care/emergency nursing as well as in
the aeromedical field and has volunteered overseas
to work with refugees in Kosovo and Albania. She cur-
rently practices as an acute-care nurse practitioner in
Southwest Florida.
    Dr. Goebel, who is certified as both a critical care
and emergency nurse, has an interest in the field of
critical care, with a focus on sepsis. As a result, she
is working on an education program to increase
awareness of sepsis for the medical-surgical nurse.
Kelly Henson-Evertz, D.N.P., M.S.N., R.N.-C, CTTS
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Henson-Evertz received her associate’s degree
at Nassau Community College in Garden City, New
York, her Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Metro-
politan State University in St. Paul, Minnesota, her mas-
ter’s in Nursing at St. Catherine University in St. Paul,
Minnesota, and her Doctor of Nursing Practice degree
at Chatham University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
    She is certified in inpatient obstetrical nursing and
as a certified tobacco treatment specialist. Over the
course of her 33-year nursing career, Dr. Henson-
Evertz has held many positions, including staff nurse
in surgical orthopedics, post-partum, mother-baby,
and nursery, perinatal educator, HIV counselor, to-
bacco cessation counselor, and nurse educator.
    Recently, Dr. Henson-Evertz conducted an evi-
dence-based practice intervention that educated
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B.S.N., M.S.N., and F.N.P. students on how to help
patients quit the use of tobacco products. Her partic-
ular interest lies in incorporating tobacco dependence
treatment education into all U.S. nursing curricula. 
Additionally, she is very passionate about enlightening
the minds of future nurses through education.
Deirdre Krause, Ph.D., A.R.N.P., FNP-BC
Associate Professor, A.P.R.N. Program
    Dr. Krause received her nursing diploma from
Kings County School of Nursing in Brooklyn, New
York, her Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Hunter-
Belleview School of Nursing, and her Master of Arts
in Nursing from New York University, specializing in
nursing education and administration. After relocating
to Florida, she received her Ph.D. in Nursing from the
University of Miami in 1991.
    Initially, she worked in the critical-care area, becom-
ing a clinical nurse specialist; however, she has
amassed experience in numerous inpatient and out-
patient environments. She also owned her own home
health and staffing company as well as her own prac-
tice for a number of years. During this time, Dr. Krause
was also teaching nursing, providing lectures in the
clinical and online environments in both the undergrad-
uate and graduate areas. For the past eight years, she
has targeted her focus in the family practice area, most
recently in the pioneering area of convenient care.
    Dr. Krause, who holds the rank of captain in the
United States Navy Nurse Corps, has been deployed
to Corpus Christi, Texas, where she managed the
family practice clinic, and to Gulfport, Mississippi,
where she was responsible for the medical evalua-
tion of members being deployed and returning from
their deployments.
Stefanie La Manna, Ph.D., A.R.N.P., FNP-C
Assistant Professor, A.P.R.N. Program
    Dr. La Manna, who initiated her NSU career in
2012, received her Bachelor of Science in Nursing,
graduating cum laude, her Master of Science with
specialization as a family nurse practitioner, and her
Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing all from Barry Univer-
sity. Dr. La Manna is currently pursuing her second
master’s degree, this time in Public Health.
   In her role as a board-certified family nurse
practitioner, she has been practicing since 2001.
Her present area of practice encompasses internal
medicine, specializing in infectious disease and
immunology with a patient population ranging from
adolescents to geriatrics. Research is another
area of interest, which is evidenced by her article
entitled “Testing the La Manna Asthma Safety
Questionnaire for Coaches” that was published in
the International Journal of Sport and Society. Cur-
rently, she is revising her instrument titled “Asthma
Safety Knowledge Questionnaire for Coaches.”
    Dr. La Manna, who is an advocate for children and
adults with asthma and strives to help them maintain
their safety while engaging in sports, also possesses
an interest in infectious diseases, immunology, and the
importance of immunizations throughout the lifespan.
Barbara MacDougall, M.S.N., A.R.N.P.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    MacDougall, who began her NSU career as an as-
sistant professor in 2005, received her undergraduate
degree from the University of Miami and her Master
of Science in Nursing from Florida International Uni-
versity. Because she has been a pediatric nurse prac-
titioner for over 15 years, she has held numerous
positions such as nurse manager, and hospital super-
visor. Her primary area of interest is analyzing how
students of different ages learn.
Blondel Martin, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Blondel’s health care career began in 1996 after
she graduated from Broward Community College.
After practicing as a nurse for several years, she re-
turned to the academic setting to obtain her Bachelor
of Science in Nursing from the University of Phoenix.
    Because he possessed a desire to educate other
nurses, she earned her Master of Science in Nurs-
ing Education degree from the University of Phoenix
and received her Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing at
Barry University.
    In 2013, she joined the NSU nursing faculty to
teach in the Entry-Level Nursing Program. “With the
desire to care for others and to educate young aspir-
ing nurses, I have now combined my experiences and
passion to fulfill my dream,” she said.
Linda McCash, Ph.D., A.R.N.P.-BC
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. McCash, who joined the faculty team on May
18, 2014, received her undergraduate degree from the
University of Florida and her Master of Science and
doctoral degree in Nursing from the University of
South Florida.                                           
    Prior to her NSU employment, she taught nursing
in a B.S.N. program at a state university for six years.
In addition, she is a board-certified psychiatric/mental
health nurse practitioner and a family nurse practi-
tioner. Career highlights include gaining clinical prac-
tice experience working with mental health clients
across the lifespan such as children, adolescents, and
their families.
    In terms of research, Dr. McCash has completed a
study on adolescents’ exposure to school teasing, bul-
lying and violence, and the impact on their behavior.
She also collaborated on a research study comparing
treatment regimens using buprenorphine for opiate
detox. Her current research project is entitled “Risk and
Reckless Behaviors, Depression, and Suicidal Ideation
in College Students and Student Peer-to-Peer Mentor-
ship and Impact on Self-Efficacy.”
Mary Ellen Mitchell-Rosen, M.S.N., R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Mitchell-Rosen, who has been a College of
Nursing faculty member since August 2003, earned
her Bachelor of Science in Nursing from the Uni-
versity of Delaware and her master’s degree in
Nursing from the University of Phoenix. She is cur-
rently pursuing her doctoral degree in Nursing at
Barry University.
    Her clinical experience includes post-anesthesia
care, ICU, home health, hospital nurse educator, com-
munity health education, and clinical nursing educa-
tion. Courses she has taught include The Nurse as a
Scholar, The Nurse as a Professional, Foundations of
Professional Nursing Practice, Mathematical Applica-
tions for Nursing Practice, Foundations for Health As-
sessment, Nursing Leadership, Research, Community
Health, and Senior Practicum.
    Mitchell-Rosen’s research interests involve the
areas of nutrition, physical activity, and health care
disparities among the medically underserved.
Eglintine Gotha Rigaud Ph.D., A.P.R.N., WHNP-BC
Assistant Professor, D.N.P. Program
    Dr. Rigaud received her B.S.N. from Hunter Col-
lege-City University of New York, her M.S. from Co-
lumbia University in New York, and her Ph.D. in
Nursing from Barry University. Her research interests
are in the area of women’s health issues, college stu-
dent health concerns, and health care disparities. Dr.
Rigaud has a diverse background of over 25 years
working in women’s health as a nurse manager, mid-
wife, nurse practitioner, and educator.
Heather Saifman, M.S.N., R.N., CCRN
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Saifman, who joined the college as a full-time faculty
member in 2011 following a one-year stint as an ad-
junct, received her undergraduate degree from NSU
and her master’s in Nursing from Florida Atlantic Uni-
versity (FAU). She is currently pursuing her Doctor of
Philosophy in Nursing from FAU. Prior to her NSU em-
ployment, she served as a critical care/intensive care
nurse for 16 years, where she was recognized as a
clinical leader by achieving clinical ladder distinction. 
   She is actively pursuing her research interests in
nursing leadership and in the peer mentoring of bac-
calaureate student nurses in the simulation lab setting
and has presented her peer mentoring research at
local and national conference platforms. Over the past
several years, Saifman has completed the NSU Col-
lege of Health Care Sciences’ Teaching and Learning
Academy as well as its Leadership and Management
Academy, where she currently serves as an executive
council member.
John Silver, Ph.D., M.S.N., R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Silver, a full-time faculty member since 2006,
received his associate’s degree in Nursing from Palm
Beach Community College and both his bachelor’s
and master’s from Florida Atlantic University (FAU).
In 2010, he earned his Ph.D. in Comparative Studies
from FAU. Over the past four decades, he worked ex-
tensively in critical care, including medical-surgical
ICU’s, trauma units, burn units, and neurological ICUs.
    Throughout his career, he has presented both na-
tionally and internationally on health policy, the restruc-
turing of health care systems, and the role of nursing
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in that process. He also has addressed a variety of
nurse practitioner groups on political tactics for pre-
scriptive authority and independent practice. Addition-
ally, Dr. Silver studies nursing leadership and has a
particular interest in the political fracturing of nursing.
    As an instructor, he teaches a variety of courses,
including health assessment, the second medical-sur-
gical nursing class, as well as problem solving and the
trends in nursing class taught in the last term.
Sally J. Spooner, D.H.Sc., M.S.N., R.N. 
Assistant Professor, R.N. to B.S.N. Program
    Dr. Spooner, who has been affiliated with the col-
lege since 2005 and works at the Orlando Regional
Campus, received her B.S.N. from Florida State Uni-
versity, her M.S.N. from the University of Phoenix with
a concentration in nursing education, and her D.H.Sc.
with a concentration in allied health education from
Nova Southeastern University.
    She served as a critical care nurse for the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs—now known as the Veterans
Health Administration—until her retirement from fed-
eral service. During this time, she worked at the Bay
Pines VA Medical Center in St. Petersburg, Florida, in
a variety of labs and units.
    Recently, Dr. Spooner presented a poster at a na-
tional conference related to inter-rater reliability and
the grading of discussion postings, which was fol-
lowed by a podium presentation at a national confer-
ence related to the same topic. She is currently
working on a grading-rubric template with a focus on
grading in a more objective format with a goal of com-
pleting a study on inter-rater reliability.
Sabrina Joy Stern, M.S.N., R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Stern, who initially worked for the College of Nurs-
ing in a marketing/recruiting role, received her Bach-
elor of Science degree from the University of the State
of New York, her M.S.N. from the University of
Phoenix, and is pursuing a doctorate in Education at
Nova Southeastern University.
    Her initial exposure to the health care environment
was as a candy striper, which spurred her interest in
pursuing a career in nursing. After obtaining licensure
as an emergency medical technician and paramedic,
she became a registered nurse, which allowed her to
gain experience in home health nursing as well as
teaching home health aides and nursing assistants.
Prior to launching her NSU career, she served as a
director/manager for weight-loss clinics and taught at
the community college level. 
    In her role as an assistant professor, she has
taught in the Transition to Baccalaureate Nursing Ed-
ucation, The Nurse as a Professional, Mathematical
Applications for Nursing Practice, Foundations of Pro-
fessional Nursing, and Community Health courses.
According to Stern, who focuses her research efforts
on learning about the best-practice applications of
good teaching methods, “It is both a pleasure and an
honor to be involved in preparing our next generation
of nursing professionals.”
Marline Whigham, M.S.N., R.N.
Assistant Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Whigham, who has worked at the college for five
years, received her undergraduate degree from
Florida Atlantic University and her M.S.N. from the
University of Phoenix. During her 25-year career as
an intensive-care nurse, she was recognized for
nursing excellence by her peers and has served as
a mentor to new graduates.
    Currently, she works as a nurse educator teaching
students about topics that include pathophysiology,
advanced medical-surgical nursing, and trends in
nursing. Whigham, who is well-versed in evidenced-
based practice as it pertains to clinical nursing, stays
abreast of trends in her field and integrates best prac-
tices into her courses and the students’ clinical expe-
riences. She also serves on several college and
university committees, has engaged in research, and
presented at several national conferences.
Sally A. Weiss, Ed.D., M.S.N., R.N., CNE, ANEF
Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Weiss received her undergraduate nursing de-
gree from American University, her Master of Science
in Nursing from the University of Miami, and her doc-
torate in Education from Florida International Univer-
sity. She has been actively engaged in teaching in
associate degree, bachelor’s, and graduate nursing
programs for many years, while her clinical focus is in
the area of neuroscience nursing.
    She coauthored, the textbook Essentials of Nursing
Leadership and Management, which is now in its sixth
edition and has been used in nursing programs for
over a decade. In addition, Dr. Weiss has held board
positions in several local, regional, and national nurs-
ing organizations including the Florida Organization
of Nursing Executives, the Florida League for Nursing,
and the National League for Nursing.
    In 2002, Dr. Weiss played an instrumental role in
the development of NSU’s nursing department. In
2003, she assumed the role of program director of the
R.N. to B.S.N. program and became director of the
entry-level program based at the Miami Regional
Campus in 2010. Her interests focus on developing
active teaching/learning strategies, mentoring new
faculty members, and utilizing the proper use of high-
stakes testing in nursing education.
Donna Williams-Newman
D.N.P., M.S.N., R.N., Cert.P.A.
Professor, Entry-Level Nursing Program
    Dr. Williams-Newman, a registered nurse/midwife
with 23 years of clinical and teaching practice, re-
ceived her Master of Science in Nursing Education
from the University of the West Indies School of Nurs-
ing and her Doctor of Nursing degree from the Uni-
versity of Miami. She also holds certifications in public
administration, nursing, and midwifery.
    Earlier in her career, she taught in the M.S.N. pro-
gram at the University of Phoenix and the online D.N.P.
program for Chamberlain College of Nursing in Illinois
and gained administrative experience as director of
nursing and department head at Knox Community Col-
lege from 2001 through 2012, where she was instru-
mental in starting the B.S.N. degree program in 2005.
    Her clinical experiences, which have focused on
mother/baby care, were attained at Percy Junior Hos-
pital in Jamaica and Hargreaves Memorial Hospital,
where she designed and implemented a parent/child
class for expecting parents and was awarded the
2000 Nurse of the Year Award.
    As an internationally educated nurse, Dr. Williams-
Newman has written articles about the transition of in-
ternationally educated nurses into the United States
and is interested in topics such as cultural diversity,
maternal health, and health disparities.
Diane Whitehead, Ed.D., M.S.N., R.N., ANEF
Professor, D.N.P. Program
    Dr. Whitehead received her undergraduate nursing
degree from Florida State University, her Master of
Science in Nursing from the University of Miami, and
her doctorate in Education from Florida International
University. She is currently completing her Doctor of
Nursing Practice degree at Walden University.
    She has been actively teaching and administering
associate degree, bachelor’s, and graduate nursing
programs for several decades and served as a faculty
member and program director at Broward College for
almost 20 years. In addition, she has published con-
tent in the areas of nursing leadership and manage-
ment and online nursing education. In fact, her
textbook entitled Essentials of Nursing Leadership and
Management has been used in nursing programs for
over a decade. Dr. Whitehead is an active participant
in national nursing organizations, including the Organ-
ization of Nursing Executives, the National League for
Nursing, and the South Florida Nursing Consortium.
    In regard to her NSU career, Dr. Whitehead began
development of the nursing department in October
2002, becoming department head in 2003 and being
named associate dean for the department a few years
later. She currently serves as the College of Nursing’s
associate dean for graduate programs.
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  1.    SOLANCH ALMEIDA, PROGRAM SUPPORT COORDINATOR (M.S.N. AND PH.D. PROGRAMS)
  2.    LINA ARGUELLES, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
  3.    LISA ASSALONE, ASSISTANT TO THE DEAN
  4.    NADA CAMIDGE, ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR
  5.    TRACEY DIGIACOMO, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
  6.    JOVENNA DIXON, PROGRAM SUPPORT COORDINATOR (ENTRY-LEVEL PROGRAM)
  7.    DIANNA GARDNER, B.S., ADMISSION AND RECRUITMENT COORDINATOR
  8.    DAYAMI GOMEZ, PROGRAM SUPPORT COORDINATOR (ENTRY-LEVEL PROGRAM)
  9.    MARIANA HERNANDEZ, PROGRAM SUPPORT COORDINATOR (R.N. TO B.S.N. PROGRAM)  
10.    BIBI JAMEER, ACCOUNTING ADMINISTRATOR
11.    MELISSA MORRIS, M.S.N., R.N., CLINICAL LAB MANAGER OF HUMAN PATIENT SIMULATIONS AND SKILLS LAB
12.    EVELYN NINA, ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR III 
13.    KRISTINA SANTANA, PROGRAM SUPPORT COORDINATOR (ENTRY-LEVEL PROGRAM)
14.    CAROL SISOLAK, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
1 2 3
4 5 6
8 9 107
12 13 1411
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UNDERgRADUATE pROgRAMS
   The Entry-Level Nursing (ELN) program was developed to
prepare those individuals who want to pursue a career in nursing
for the first time. It is a seven-semester program that students
must attend on a full-time basis, inclusive of the summers. Cur-
rently, prospective ELN students must take 39 college credits
prior to beginning the program. These courses include basic sci-
ences and general education courses that not only provide pre-
requisite material for future nursing courses, but also provide the
students with well-rounded liberal arts that are expected for bac-
calaureate nursing students.
   The ELN students begin their first semester studying ad-
vanced anatomy and physiology. They also are enrolled in
courses where they learn about the profession of nursing and
how to utilize the NSU library and access electronic learning re-
sources. Beginning in the second semester, students participate
in didactic classes three days a week and attend clinical experi-
ences two days a week. The clinical experiences may take place
in our on-campus skills laboratory, the simulation laboratory, a
local hospital, or a community clinic. Students attain approxi-
mately 1,300 hours in clinical experiences prior to graduation.
Following completion of the program, ELN graduates are eligible
to sit for the National Council State Board of Nursing licensing
exam for the registered nurse.
   Our next plan for the ELN program is to add a four-year con-
centration, meaning that students will enter our nursing program
immediately out of high school. Rather than completing the 39
credits of sciences and general education courses at other col-
leges, students will take them at NSU’s Farquhar College of Arts
and Sciences. This four-year concentration also will be available
at our regional campuses in Fort Myers and Miami.
ENTRy-lEvEl
NURSINg pROgRAM
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UNDERgRADUATE pROgRAMS
   The continuous commitment and engagement of students are integral
to the growth and excellence of NSU’s College of Nursing. The R.N. to
B.S.N. program combines internal and external partnerships with cre-
ative and innovative application of nursing knowledge to prepare a future
generation of nursing leaders. Threading evidence-based research into
our courses assists the student to develop new ways of critically thinking
and understanding nursing trends that are permeating the community
as well as assimilating best practices for better patient outcomes.
   The R.N. to B.S.N. program fosters an environment of learning
through the use of Web-based technology, preparing the baccalaure-
ate-level nurse to assume roles in health care business, nursing lead-
ership, and education upon completion of the four-semester program.
The R.N. to M.S.N. program meets the same objectives as the B.S.N.
program; however, students will obtain a bachelor’s degree upon com-
pletion of that track and complete two dual courses that serve as six-
credit hours towards the B.S.N. and M.S.N., saving the M.S.N. student
one semester during the M.S.N. portion of the program of study.
   Students meeting the necessary criteria will be eligible to apply for
the clinical Advanced Practice Registered Nurse program or one of the
nonclinical programs, such as health system leadership, nursing edu-
cation, or nursing informatics.
   The future holds many new and wonderful opportunities for the Col-
lege of Nursing. Through continued student-faculty partnerships, many
research opportunities can be afforded to interested students. Cultivating
a climate for multidisciplinary scientific inquiry will further engage the
students and may potentially develop collaborative bonds, providing for
alumni involvement and lifelong learning.
R.N. TO b.S.N./M.S.N.
NURSINg pROgRAM
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gRADUATE pROgRAMS
   The College of Nursing currently has three nonclinical M.S.N. pro-
grams that are 100 percent online, developed to assist the working
nurse to advance in his/her profession, and open to licensed nurses
with a baccalaureate degree in any field. These programs may be
completed in six semesters (two years).
   The inaugural program—the M.S.N. in Nursing Education—was
established in 2005 and continues to be a very popular degree for
those nurses who wish to transition to entry-level academic (associ-
ate degree or vocational) or staff development positions. It also
serves as a foundation for Ph.D. doctoral study for those interested
in teaching at the B.S.N. or higher levels. Because educational
processes are never static, the faculty members continually update
course content as new theories of education and strategies to best
foster and facilitate learning are changing on a daily basis.
   An additional M.S.N. program in Health Systems Leadership was
added in 2007 that is for nurses who desire a position of leadership
within the organizational environment of health care. Resource and
fiscal management, quality initiatives, and economics of health care
are specialization courses that prepare the student for a leadership
practicum at the end of the program.
   In 2013, a new program was offered in conjunction with NSU’s
College of Osteopathic Medicine—the M.S.N. in Nursing Informatics.
The program focuses on the data analysis as it relates to complex
health care systems and is for nurses who are interested in the field
of nursing computer technology and information science. The M.S.N.
in Nursing Informatics degree program integrates nursing science,
computer science, information science, and ethics to manage and
communicate data and knowledge that help improve nursing practice
and patient outcomes. 
   As technology is becoming a part of everyday health care initia-
tives, it is important that nurses be on the forefront of its develop-
ment, its use, and be able to evaluate the quality and effectiveness
of such initiatives. Courses are taught collaboratively between the
College of Nursing and the College of Osteopathic Medicine’s Bio-
medical Informatics Program.
MASTER OF ScIENcE
IN NURSINg
(M.S.N.) pROgRAM
   The Advanced Practice Registered Nurse (A.P.R.N.) family
nurse practitioner program, located in Palm Beach, welcomed
its first cohort of students in the fall of 2011 and its second co-
hort in January 2012. Both cohorts graduated from the program
in August 2014, with 100 percent of the first cohort passing its
national certification boards.
   This is a highly competitive program for nurses who have
completed their B.S.N. degree and have amassed a minimum
of two years of clinical experience. The program involves 52
credits and 540 practicum hours, completed over eight semes-
ters, which makes it attractive for the working professional
nurse. Students share five core courses of advanced nurse
roles, theory and research, evidence and practice, health care
policy, and informatics with the nonclinical M.S.N. program in
an online format.
   Upon successful completion of these core courses, students
begin their family nurse practitioner specialization classes,
which are delivered in a hybrid format for advanced pathophys-
iology and advanced pharmacology and face-to-face for the ac-
tual clinical courses. All the specialization courses for this
degree are taught and facilitated by Ph.D.- and D.N.P.-prepared
nurse practitioners who hold a faculty practice once a week.
The expertise our faculty members possess provides true clin-
ical insight into the everyday practice problems that can be en-
countered on a weekly basis.
   One of the educational innovations that sets this NSU pro-
gram apart from others in the area is the use of professional
patients in both the physical assessment course as well as the
two adult clinical courses. The Palm Beach Regional Campus
is fortunate to have six fully equipped patient examination rooms
for the purpose of simulating actual patient encounters found
in clinic settings.
   The College of Nursing is considering opening a nurse prac-
titioner-run clinic in Palm Beach Gardens to provide primary
health care to the population of Palm Beach County while pro-
viding a clinical site for F.N.P. students with nurse practitioner
preceptors. Additional information on this initiative will be pro-
vided in the near future.
ADvANcED pRAcTIcE
REgISTERED NURSE
(A.p.R.N.) pROgRAM
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gRADUATE pROgRAMS
   The Doctor of Nursing Practice (D.N.P.) pro-
gram, which was established in 2012 and is lo-
cated in Palm Beach Gardens, is the newest
addition to the College of Nursing graduate
programs. The online program, which was re-
cently accredited by the Commission on Colle-
giate Nursing Education, graduated its first two
cohorts in August 2014.
   The D.N.P. is a practice-focused terminal de-
gree that prepares graduates to function at the
highest level of specialty practice or executive
leadership. As such, the D.N.P. is best suited
for those master’s-prepared nurses who are
functioning as nurse practitioners, clinical
nurse specialists, midwives, nurse anes-
thetists, and nurse leaders but see the need to
address health care problems in clinical set-
tings. The D.N.P. curriculum builds on the mas-
ter’s curricula by providing additional education
in evidence-based practice, technology, policy,
quality improvement, and systems thinking.
   Our graduates are prepared to lead and en-
gage in practical, clinically focused scholarship
and evidence-based research utilization. This
preparation begins with the capstone project,
which addresses a health care issue of interest
to the student and focuses heavily on practice
that is innovative and grounded in evidence.
Some examples of the D.N.P. graduates’ proj-
ects are
•   Evaluation of Role Functions and 
   Competencies of Dermatology Nurses and 
   Nurse Practitioners
•   Decreasing Overuse Injuries in the 
   Adolescent-Throwing Athlete
•   Development of a Shared Governance 
   Model for A.P.R.N.s in a Hospital Setting
•   Development of an Intra-Abdominal 
   Hypertension Guideline and Protocol
•   Development of a Breastfeeding Education 
   and Support Web Site
   Each of these projects and the others not
mentioned here will impact nursing practice,
health care outcomes, delivery, and policy,
which are the hallmarks of a D.N.P. education.
   NSU’s Doctor of Nursing Practice program is
unique in several ways. Unlike some institu-
tions, students start working on their capstone
projects in their very first course with faculty
guidance. This permits students to hone in on
a health care issue early in their course of
study and then use subsequent courses to de-
velop, implement, and evaluate a health care
innovation that can be presented at a confer-
ence—and can proudly be included in their
CVs. In one of the courses, students are asked
to develop an abstract and then a poster that is
evaluated by peers and colleagues for potential
local or national presentations.
    As this program is online, the faculty mem-
bers are committed to one-on-one guidance on
the capstone project. Go to Meeting sessions,
which are similar to Skype, keep faculty mem-
bers and students in close individualized con-
tact. Students who are close to the Palm Beach
Regional Campus have their proposal and final
defenses on that campus, while those who are
distant may choose to use Go to Meeting as
their face-to-face contact for their defenses. In
response to students’ suggestions, the D.N.P.
program will also videotape defenses and have
them available for student viewing.
   The capstone project reflects the application
of research findings completed by the re-
search-focused, doctoral-prepared scholar.
Both the research- and practice-focused doc-
toral programs in nursing share the scholarly
approach to nursing science and are consid-
ered terminal degrees in the discipline.
DOcTOR OF NURSINg pRAcTIcE (D.N.p.) pROgRAM
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gRADUATE pROgRAMS
   The Ph.D. in Nursing Education was an innova-
tive degree when it was initiated in 2007 because
few Ph.D. programs at that time focused on
preparing nurses to utilize best practices in educat-
ing new professionals and conducting research on
those educational practices. This program extends
the education of current nursing faculty from
around the country and creates a path of entry into
nursing education for prospective faculty members.
    The Ph.D. in Nursing Education program is not
only for those seeking a nursing faculty career path,
but also for those nurses who envision a role in re-
search and evidence-based practice positions
within health care organizations. This program is
still highly sought after and competitive as the gray-
ing of nursing faculty members is of major concern
to both educational and health care institutions.
   Because the program is completely online, it
draws students from around the nation due to its
continued success, much of which is due to its dis-
tinguished faculty members who possess strong
curricular and higher education leadership experi-
ence and are on the cutting edge of new technol-
ogy and teaching strategies.
   All students come together once a year for a
Summer Institute that serves as the orientation
program for both new and current students and
provides face-to-face opportunities to socially and
professionally interact with the peers and faculty
members they have been talking to in a virtual
environment. The most valuable experience of
this Summer Institute is the time set aside for
scholarly dialogue. Students are invited to meet in
an informal session with Ph.D.-prepared faculty
members to discuss dissertation ideas and obtain
feedback on those ideas from a community of
faculty scholars.
   The program is known for its responsiveness to
student suggestions to improve their doctoral ex-
perience. A recent example is students mentioning
that they have viewed the presentations associ-
ated with proposals and final defenses as some-
what anxiety-producing because of the lack of
opportunity to attend other students’ defenses as
the program is online. Our faculty has plans to
videotape several students’ proposals and final
defenses and make them available for student
viewing. In addition, because students wish to be
a part of the celebration of their colleagues’ suc-
cessful final defenses, the faculty is investigating
the use of the Go to Meeting platform for synchro-
nous final defenses.
pH.D.
IN NURSINg
EDUcATION
pROgRAM
pH.D. STUDENTS AND pROFESSORS cONDUcTINg DIAbETES RESEARcH (FROM lEFT):
pAM SANFORD, M.S.N., R.N., MARIE HANkINSON, M.S.N., R.N.,
pATRIcIA WElcH DITTMAN, pH.D., M.S.N., cDE, AND JO ANN klEIER, pH.D., ED.D., AcNp-bc.
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glObAl TRAvEl
   In June, Andra Hanlon, Ph.D., A.R.N.P.,
CPNP, associate dean for graduate programs,
presented a peer-reviewed paper on the out-
look for doctoral nursing education at the
Seventh International Scientific Conference
on Nursing and Health Care Research held in
Lake Bled, Slovenia, that was hosted by the
Faculty of Health Care Jesenice (FHCJ). Dr.
Hanlon posed the question of whether a hy-
brid degree, incorporating the research as-
pects of the Ph.D. and the practice aspects of
leadership, technology, epidemiology, infor-
matics, health care economics, policy, and or-
ganizational behavior of the D.N.P., might be
more universally applicable in preparing
nurses to meet future health care challenges.
   Dr. Hanlon also moderated a panel discus-
sion on global issues in nursing education,
where it was discovered that there are no
nursing Ph.D. programs in the European
Union. Nurses who hold doctorates in Europe
have, however, received Ph.D.s in other 
disciplines, such as sociology, psychology,
and kinesthesiology.
   In meetings with the dean of the FHCJ,
Brigita Savič, Ph.D., Dr. Hanlon discussed
mutually beneficial possibilities for NSU’s Col-
lege of Nursing and the FHCJ that could en-
hance NSU’s degree offerings to meet global
needs for doctoral-prepared nurses. Dr. Savič
wants her nursing faculty members to hold
Ph.D.s in the discipline of nursing; therefore,
it is anticipated that over the next year, Dr.
Savič and Dr. Hanlon will be working together
to develop such a curriculum. The desire for a
nursing doctorate meeting global standards of
rigor in both research and practice was
echoed by other conferees representing
doctoral nursing education in places such 
as Croatia, Italy, Romania, Spain, and the
United Kingdom.
   Additionally, as part of the FHCJ’s Interna-
tional Day event, Dr. Hanlon toured the FHCJ
facility at Jesenice, Slovenia, and participated
in roundtable discussions on the status of
nursing and health care issues in several
countries. Specifically, she presented a U.S.
perspective on providing health care that fo-
cused on the issues being studied and the in-
novative solutions being developed and
evaluated by NSU D.N.P. students.
   Commenting on the experience, Dr. Hanlon
said she received an extremely warm wel-
come from everyone at the FHCJ and en-
joyed the interaction with all the international
representatives. “It was exciting to meet indi-
viduals outside the United States who are
dedicated and passionate about moving the
discipline of nursing forward to improve global
health,” she said.
Dr. Andra Hanlon
Plays Active Role
at Conference
on Nursing and
Health Care Research
in Slovenia
Dr. Hanlon (pictured ﬁrst from left) with other conference participants.
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pARTNERSHIpS
   In August 2007, a partnership between
NSU and Baptist Health South Florida
(BHSF) was established to serve a 
dual purpose:
   •   provide BHSF with a pipeline for new 
       nurses, thereby helping it to relieve its 
       nursing shortage
   •   provide significant financial support to 
       NSU entry-level nursing students
   BHSF committed to pay tuition and fees for
40 students for each admitted cohort, or 80
students a year. As of fall 2014, BHSF pro-
vided scholarship monies for 388 students
through our entry-level program totaling al-
most 10 million dollars. In addition, BHSF re-
cently began to offer scholarships to students
in our other programs. To date, 15 students
already holding a license to practice as a reg-
istered nurse have been awarded $135,000
to complete their Bachelor of Science degree
in Nursing. Additionally, seven B.S.N. nurses
have been awarded $111,500 to complete
their Master of Science degree in Nursing,
while six nurse practitioners have been
awarded $98,500 to complete their Doctor of
of Nursing Practice degree.
   In order for students to qualify for the entry-
level Baptist Scholars program, they must
first be accepted into NSU’s Entry-Level
Nursing program at the Miami Regional Cam-
pus in Kendall. When students receive their
acceptance package, an application for the
Baptist Scholars program is included. The
perspective Baptist Scholar then submits the
application as well as a resume, an essay de-
scribing career goals, and letters of recom-
mendation before being scheduled for a
panel interview.
   The interviewing panel consists of nurse
managers, Baptist Scholars faculty, a BHSF
human resources representative, and the di-
rector of the Baptist Scholars program. Schol-
arships are awarded based on the direct
patient care R.N. needs of BHSF. Upon re-
ceipt of the scholarship, students are consid-
ered BHSF employees and are expected to
attend the BHSF employee orientation. In ad-
dition, students must sign a contract commit-
ting them to work at one of the BHSF facilities
for a minimum of three years. The majority of
their nursing student clinical experiences will
take place at one of the BHSF facilities.
   Another partnership component is that
BHSF assigns three full-time faculty members
that are employed by Baptist Health to teach
exclusively for NSU. These faculty members
have assigned offices at the Miami Regional
Campus and are shared by both institutions
to serve on various committees in an effort to
facilitate communication success for the
BHSF Scholars. In addition, the Miami Re-
gional Campus program director attends reg-
ular meetings of the BHSP faculty and staff
members at their facility, while the BHSF
Scholars director sits on the NSU College of
Nursing Advisory Board. Decisions affecting
the NSU Baptist Scholars are made by ad-
ministration and faculty members of both in-
stitutions in order to best meet the needs of
these scholarship students.
   There is no question that the NSU College
of Nursing–BHSF partnership has greatly
benefitted both institutions, and most impor-
tantly, has produced nurses that practice evi-
dence-based quality care.
Baptist Health South Florida Partnership BENEFITS STUDENTS
By Gale Woolley Ed.D., A.R.N.P., CNE, Associate Dean, Entry-Level Nursing Program
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   Research and evidence-based practice are
imperative for health care organizations to
provide quality care. As we look to forward-
thinking, outcome-driven health care environ-
ments, it becomes apparent that seeking new
knowledge and innovation needs to be em-
bedded in our daily practice. Identification of
problems and intensive focus on phenome-
non are the basis for nursing research.
   NSU and Holy Cross Hospital (HCH) in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, have been working
together for the past eight years to promote
research interests among nursing associates
through the Nursing Research Council (NRC).
As a Magnet-designated hospital by the
American Nurses Credentialing Center, HCH
needs to meet the current Magnet Model
components, one of which is New Knowl-
edge, Innovation, and Improvements. Under
this research and evidence-based practice
standard, Magnet hospitals need to provide
active and completed research studies that
show growth of professional practice over
time. Because it has been a Magnet hospital
since 2004, research and evidence-based
practice project standards are high.
   NRC members are asked to provide re-
sources to nurses who are interested in sub-
mitting a nursing research study. The council
membership is made up of representation
from all areas of the nursing division and pro-
vides the first step in the approval process
prior to the Institutional Review Board. This
council’s authority provides for oversight of
all nursing research studies and provides
guidance as needed. Other council responsi-
bilities include the development and planning
of the Annual Holy Cross Hospital Nursing
Research Symposium, which provides nurs-
ing research information to the internal and
external nursing community. Feedback from
symposium attendees has revealed that
HCH is seen as a leader in practice-based
nursing research.
   Holy Cross Hospital, in partnership with
NSU’s College of Nursing, provides educa-
tional and supervisory oversight of nursing re-
search studies through the NRC. NSU’s Dr.
Patricia Dittman serves on HCH’s Nursing
Research Council. As an inaugural voting
member of this shared governance council,
she supports the nursing division’s research
trajectory by mentoring novice nurse re-
searchers as well as providing ongoing edu-
cation related to all aspects of the nursing
research process.
   Candice Hickman M.S.N., R.N., who is an
NSUCON alumna, has served as the NRC’s
chairperson for the past three years and re-
flected on the benefits of collaboration be-
tween academia and practice. “I truly value
the benefit of having Dr. Dittman present at
our monthly NRC meetings,” she explained.
“When evaluating potential research studies,
Dr. Dittman’s expertise in the intricacies of
safe and effective research development is
invaluable to the council. We are confident
that if we discuss our proposal with Dr.
Dittman, she will provide valuable feedback
that will strengthen our submissions to the In-
structional Review Board.”
   As an American Nurses Credentialing
Center appraiser, Dr. Dittman maintains cur-
rent knowledge on the Magnet designation
process and is helpful in planning the future
direction of the council in meeting the Mag-
net Model category of New Knowledge, In-
novation, and Improvement. Dr. Dittman,
who works collaboratively with Hickman and
the Nursing Research Council, takes pleas-
ure in observing nursing research and evi-
denced-based practice growth within the
HCH nursing division.
   As in any partnership, both organizations
must benefit from the experience. One of the
benefits NSU experiences is the ability to pro-
vide clinical experiences for its nursing stu-
dents at this Magnet-designated acute care
hospital. Whether it is entry-level students’
learning clinical skills, graduate students
seeking practicum experiences, or doctoral
students looking for a site for their original re-
search, both organizations value and grow
from the partnership. This example of profes-
sional collaboration is a standard that all
health care organizations should attain.
NSU-CON and
Holy Cross Hospital 
By Patricia Dittman Ph.D., M.S.N., CDE
Program Director, M.S.N. and Ph.D. Programs
Dr. Dittman (left) and Candice Hickman
COLLABORATION
PROVES SYMBIOTIC
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AlUMNI pROFIlES—ENTRy-lEvEl NURSINg pROgRAM
   Since graduating from the Entry-Level Nursing Program in 2008, Fabien
R. Pampaloni has attained a high degree of success and excellence that
exemplifies a wonderful role model our students and community can em-
brace and value.
   Upon graduation, Pampaloni began his nursing career at Broward Gen-
eral Medical Center, where he worked the nightshift on the Pediatric In-
tensive Care Unit (PICU). Unfortunately, a year after he was hired, he
received notice from the United States government that he would need
to return to his native country of Switzerland due to the declining national
economy in the United States.
   Despite the overwhelming support he received from his PICU team,
Pampaloni was invested in maintaining a respectable reputation. He com-
plied with the government directive and voluntarily returned to his home
for several months. Because of the tremendous amount of time and
money he had invested in his nursing career, he proactively contacted 50
individuals working in health care to seek assistance in returning to the
United States.
   In 2010, Linda Wilson, Ph.D., R.N., from Drexel University in Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania, asked Pampaloni to serve as a technology research
assistant in its new simulation center, which allowed him to return to this
country. Despite the challenges this opportunity presented, he succeeded
in this role. In fact, he learned to successfully write grants that funded
three projects, manage a simulation center, educate standardized pa-
tients, and promote patient safety.
   In 2010, Pampaloni published his inaugural article, which was followed
by the publication of four chapters in a text entitled Human Simulation for
Nursing and Health Professions in 2012. He also created several Web
sites and served as Webmaster for the New Jersey/Bermuda Perianes-
thesia Nurses Association for three years. In addition to these accom-
plishments, Pampaloni has been invited to present numerous
presentations as well as conduct several workshops on simulation all over
the country. He also served as treasurer for Sigma Theta Tau International
in Philadelphia.
   In 2011, he was approached to work for Pocket Nurse Enterprises be-
cause the organization was interested in opening its international branch
and needed a multilingual person with a background in nursing and sim-
ulation. Fortunately for Pampaloni, he is fluent in English, Italian, and
French and can converse in Spanish and German.
   Today, he is serving as an account manager in eight international ter-
ritories for Pocket Nurse, where his responsibilities include developing in-
ternational trade and distributor agreements, serving as liaison between
Pocket Nurse and non-English-speaking customers, and assisting cus-
tomers with nursing and medical inquiries.
   Pampaloni clearly exhibits our core values, has made an outstanding
contribution to the profession of nursing, and has demonstrated great
pride in his alma mater.
Catching Up
with 2008 Alumnus  
FABIEN PAMPALONI, R.N., B.S.N.
By Gale Woolley Ed.D., A.R.N.P., CNE
Associate Dean, Entry-Level Nursing Program 
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AlUMNI pROFIlES—R.N. TO b.S.N. NURSINg pROgRAM
Since the inception of the R.N. to B.S.N program in 2004, the College of Nursing has graduated hundreds
of students that are now alumni and are committed to lifelong learning and being role models for new
professional nurses coming into the profession. We are pleased to highlight the achievements of two
R.N. to B.S.N. alumni that embrace and exemplify integrity, stewardship, and competence.
AN INFORMATIVE UPDATE ON PROUD ALUMNAE
Lyn Peugeot, R.N., B.S.N., and Ann Forgione, B.S.N.
LYN PEUGEOT ENJOYING THE SUN
IN FRONT OF THE TERRY BUILDING.
By Linda Strommen, Ed.D., M.S.N., R.N., Associate Dean, Entry-Level Nursing Program
   Peugeot graduated from the College of
Nursing’s R.N. to B.S.N. program in 2012
with highest honors and is presently in the
NSUCON nonclinical master’s program
completing her M.S.N. degree with a con-
centration in nursing education. She is
committed to being a role model for lifelong
learning and mentoring others and says her
long-term goal is to teach in academia. “My
R.N. to B.S.N. courses gave me the foun-
dation and knowledge to think critically, be
a change agent, and see the big picture of
health care today,” she explained. “Health
care is a business, and nurses are truly
partners in all aspects of health care today.”
   During the time she was in the R.N. to
B.S.N. program, she was a telehealth
manager overseeing the after-hours oper-
ations for nine programs. Prior to her R.N.
to B.S.N. graduation, she accepted the
opportunity to transition to a clinical nurse
educator in hospice and palliative care.
Peugeot is truly changing lives and chang-
ing the world through her outstanding
service to the community and her extraor-
dinary dedication to the nursing profes-
sion. Her goal is to build collaborative
relationships and bring a positive influence
of the hospice philosophy to stakeholders
in the community.
   Peugeot is a national speaker for end-of-
life and palliative-care topics through panel
discussions, presentations, and live webi-
nars that include the Florida Association Di-
rectors of Administration, the Florida
Medical Directors Association, the Florida
Academy of Physician Assistants, and the
Florida Nursing Home Administrators or-
ganization. She currently serves on the
R.N.-B.S.N. Broward College Scholarship
Committee, the Broward College R.N.-
B.S.N. End-of-Life course Program Advi-
sory Committee, and is a certified
End-of-Life Nursing Education Consortium
(ELNEC) Train the Trainer.
   She also serves her community by vol-
unteering with the American Heart Associ-
ation, the American Cancer Society, and
the Alzheimer’s Association Southeast
Chapter. Her professional affiliations in-
clude the National Hospice and Palliative
Care Organization, the Florida Nurses As-
sociation, Sigma Theta Tau, and the Amer-
ican Nurses Association. 
“My R.N. to B.S.N. courses gave me the
foundation and knowledge to think
critically, be a change agent, and see the
big picture of health care today...”
LYN PEUGEOT, R.N., B.S.N.
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   Forgione, who graduated from the R.N. to B.S.N. program in
2008, exemplifies the core values of innovation, creativity, and
student-centered education—a fact that was evidenced in 2013
when she received the prestigious College of Nursing Distin-
guished Alumni Award.
   For example, she was a key leader in the development and
implementation of the nursing Dedicated Education Unit (DEU)
partnership between NSU and the Lee Memorial Hospital Sys-
tem (LMHS). This initiative began in 2010 based on the need to
improve clinical nursing education for baccalaureate students
and to provide a more consistent practice environment for nurs-
ing students that integrated the mission and values of both NSU
and the LMHS.
   Forgione completed extensive research related to this new
model of student education that provided the basis of the DEU’s
development. This initiative serves as an excellent example of
her commitment to the nursing profession, the community, and
nursing education. Since its inception, the DEU has helped im-
prove quality care for patients—resulting in improved patient sat-
isfaction scores—and has provided positive feedback from
students, faculty members, and staff nurses.
   She is currently enrolled as a second-year student in the CON
Master of Science in Nursing program pursuing a concentration
in health systems leadership. “One of the most important things
I learned as a B.S.N. student was how all the puzzle pieces fit
together and understanding the reasoning and evidence that
support what we do as nurses every day,” she said.
   Forgione believes that today’s nurses are the drivers and lead-
ers at all levels of health care change and that knowledge related
to business, cost, and legislative changes is imperative for every
patient-care decision a nurse makes. She also expressed the
importance of working together for a common purpose and the
need to have an underlying passion for everything we do.  
   Her concluding message? “Do the right thing for the right rea-
son for the good of the patient and you can never go wrong.”
ANN FORGIONE (RIGHT) RECEIVING
AN AWARD FROM DR. RUTHERFORD.
“Do the right thing for the right reason
for the good of the patient
and you can never go wrong.”
ANN FORGIONE, B.S.N.
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SONIA REISDORF, M.S.N.
Providing Care in a Remote Alaskan Hospital
“I believe it is imperative to promote nursing
and to give back to the nursing profession...”
By Andra Hanlon, Ph.D., A.R.N.P., CPNP, Associate Dean for Graduate Programs
   Sonia Reisdorf, M.S.N., a 2014 graduate of the college’s
Master of Nursing Education program and recent recipient of
the 2014 Chancellor’s Award for Community Involvement, has
spent the past two-plus years working at a critical access hos-
pital located in Kotzebue, Alaska, located 30 miles north of
the Arctic Circle.
  This Alaskan Hospital provides care to a population of
8,000, which includes the town of Kotzebue (population:
3,000) and 11 outlying villages with approximately 5,000 res-
idents primarily comprised of Alaskan Native Americans. Ac-
cording to Reisdorf, there is no road system and the area is
only accessible by plane, with the nearest hospital located
546 miles away in Anchorage. Not surprisingly, the location
and remoteness of this area presents many challenges for in-
dividuals seeking access to health care, including providing
health care that is culturally competent.
   Reisdorf has worked hard to help improve the health of
local citizens by embracing the culture through active com-
munity involvement in health fairs that promote healthy
lifestyles. As this area is only accessible by plane and only
has one grocery store, fresh fruits and vegetables generally
are not available. Therefore, classes in food preparation using
dried vegetables have been incorporated during the health
fairs to teach the community how to seek alternatives when
fresh options are not available. Similarly, because exercise is
just as important as nutrition, Reisdorf teaches a Zumba fit-
ness class once a week at the local high school that has been
so well received that classes are now being offered in several
outlying villages.
   Reisdorf explained that recruiting and retaining staff is a
major challenge because many of the medical providers,
nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and nurses only stay
for a short time as the extreme environment leads to a high
turnover rate. Reisdorf, however, is committed to serving and
encouraging others to improve the health of the community.
As a result, she is actively involved with nursing students
through the University of Alaska Anchorage in supervising clin-
icals and classroom sessions for the distance R.N. program.
She has also functioned as the agency coordinator for the
University of Washington’s medical-surgical review and certi-
fication course to ensure the professional development of the
nurses in her area.
   “I believe it is imperative to promote nursing and to give
back to the nursing profession,” she stated. “I hope to teach
one day, and to share the knowledge and experiences I have
encountered with future nursing students. My future plans are
to finish a doctorate in nursing, and for now, continue to work
and live in this remote area of Alaska.”
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ScHOlARly ENDEAvORS
   In keeping with NSU’s Vision 2020, mission, and core val-
ues, the College of Nursing has created a Research Council
that consists of nursing faculty from the main campus in
Davie as well at its regional campuses in Miami, Fort Myers,
and Palm Beach—and a student representative. The Re-
search Council works to encourage and mentor faculty mem-
bers with an ultimate goal of increasing research, scholarship,
and funding for the college and involving students from all
levels in research activities.
   Since the council’s inception, approximately 15 nursing fac-
ulty members have become actively engaged with planning
and implementing research projects and disseminating schol-
arly products. Nursing students from undergraduate and
graduate programs have participated as research assistants.
Topics include
   •   translation of existing English-language research 
       instruments into Haitian-Creole and Spanish for
       South Florida
   •   susceptibility to melanoma skin cancer among men 
       living in South Florida
   •   perception of stigma among HIV/AIDS patients
   •   defining intraoperative nursing errors
   •   HIV vaccine promotion among nurse practitioners
   •   using electronic medical records in the nursing 
       simulation lab
   •   promoting smoking cessation among parents of
       small children
cON RESEARcH
and Scholarly Activity
Following are examples of the college’s research projects:
   •   Jo Ann Kleier, Ph.D., Ed.D. ACNP-BC, and
       John Silver, Ph.D., R.N. – Instrument Translation 
       and Language Verification of Spanish-Language 
       Instruments to Measure Sun Protective Behaviors.
   •   Ana Fernandez D.N.P., M.S.N., R.N., CNE,
       Melissa Morris, M.S.N., R.N., CPN, and
       Jo Ann Kleier, Ph.D., Ed.D., ACNP-BC –
       The Impact of Utilizing an Electronic Medical
       Record in the Entry-Level Nursing Simulation
       Lab on the Quantity and Quality of Student 
       Documentation Encounters.
   •   Dr. Jo Ann Kleier and
       Andra Hanlon, Ph.D., A.R.N.P., CPNP –
       Sun Protection Behavior of Parents of Young 
       Children Living in South Florida.
   •   Randy Denis, B.S., R.N., and
       Dr. Jo Ann Kleier – Instrument Translation
       and Psychometric Properties of a Haitian-Creole 
       Language Version of the Center for Epidemiological 
       Studies Depression Scale.
DR. JO ANN KLEIER, DIRECTOR OF
NURSING RESEARCH, LEADS THE COLLEGE
OF NURSING TOWARD THE AQUISITION OF
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS.
DR. RUTHERFORD, NSU-CON DEAN, RECOGNIZES
NURSING STUDENTS BRIDGET GUERRERO AND VALERIE TERLINGO
AND NSU EMPLOYEE EVELYN TEJADA FOR DONATING MONEY
TOWARD THE NATIONAL COMMON KNOWLEDGE
SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION OF NURSING SCHOLARSHIP.
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ALINE DOWD, M.S.N., A.R.N.P.-BC
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ENTRY-LEVEL PROGRAM (FORT LAUDERDALE)
KELLY GOEBEL D.N.P., ACNP-BC
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ENTRY-LEVEL PROGRAM (FORT MYERS)
STEFANIE LAMANNA, M.S.N., R.N.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
A.P.R.N. PROGRAM (PALM BEACH)
HEATHER SAIFMAN, M.S.N., R.N., CCRN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ENTRY-LEVEL PROGRAM (MIAMI)
Faculty Choice Awards were presented to select faculty members for their teaching excellence and ability to express
collegiality amongst all faculty members. The recipients were chosen by their fellow faculty members.
FACULTY CHOICE AWARD RECIPIENTS
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   In June, the HPD’s community service TV pro-
gram Dateline Health was named a People’s
Telly Silver winner in the 35th Annual Telly Awards
for its program entitled “Joint Preservation and
Pain Management.” Dateline Health is a 30-
minute program dedicated to promoting the com-
munity’s overall health and well-being that
covers a wide range of contemporary health care
issues through interviews with health care ex-
perts, researchers, and policymakers.
   This was Dateline Health’s fourth Telly Award,
having received two in 2008 and another in
2012. The winning episode featured host Fred-
erick Lippman, R.Ph., Ed.D., HPD chancellor, in-
terviewing physicians from Holy Cross Hospital
in Fort Lauderdale on topics ranging from joint
preservation and the harmful effects of opioids
to new treatment options for mitigating pain.
   The Telly Awards was founded in 1979 and is
the premier award honoring outstanding local,
regional, and cable TV commercials and pro-
grams, the finest video and film productions, and
online commercials, video, and films. Winners
represent the best work of the most respected
advertising agencies, production companies, tel-
evision stations, cable operators, and corporate
video departments worldwide. This year, nearly
12,000 entries were received from all 50 states
and numerous countries.
NSU Receives $2.85 
Million Grant from U.S.
Department of Education
   NSU was awarded a $2.85 million Post-Bac-
calaureate Opportunities for Hispanic Ameri-
cans grant from the U.S. Department of
Education’s Title V program. The grant, led by
NSU’s Gregory Simco, Ph.D., and Meline
Kevorkian, Ed.D., who serve as co-administra-
tors of the grant, will be used to expand post-
baccalaureate educational opportunities and
post-baccalaureate academic offerings for His-
panic college students and students from ethni-
cally diverse populations who are attending
institutions of higher education.
   As our technology-driven society becomes in-
creasingly complex, an advanced degree has
become an expectation for many competitive
and financially rewarding computer science po-
sitions. When compared to overall population di-
versity, however, the number and proportion of
Hispanic/Latinos seeking and earning graduate
degrees, especially in fields related to the com-
puter sciences, remains sorely lacking.
   Because NSU serves as an Hispanic-Serving
Institution (HSI) as defined by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, the grant will allow Hispanic
and Latino students at NSU—as well as students
from other underrepresented populations—to
benefit from sustainable changes to curriculum
content and instructional approaches. Students
will also benefit from an expanded support model
that identifies and effectively addresses student
needs upon admission through graduation.
   The U.S. Department of Education’s Title V
program provides grants to assist HSIs to ex-
pand educational opportunities for, and improve
the attainment of, Hispanic students. These
grants also enable HSIs to expand and enhance
their academic offerings, program quality, and in-
stitutional stability.
Continued on the next page...
OVERVIEW
WINS
TELLY
AWARD
Dateline Health
DR. FREDERICK LIPPMAN
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NSU Opens Regional
Campus in Puerto Rico
   NSU reconfirmed its commitment to Puerto Rico
with the grand opening of a new regional campus
in San Juan, which represents an expansion of its
educational offerings and also provides increased
opportunities for students university-wide.
   A ribbon-cutting ceremony was held at the
campus on August 28 to celebrate the opening of
a new four-story, state-of-the-art building that will
be offering master’s and doctoral degrees in phar-
macy and education at the campus located in San
Juan’s Professional Offices Park IV. It is esti-
mated that the regional campus will have a $27
million economic impact on the island this fiscal
year. NSU has additional regional campuses in
Miami, Miramar, Fort Myers, Palm Beach, Or-
lando, Tampa and Jacksonville.
College of Optometry
Receives Major Grant From
National Eye Institute
   The National Eye Institute of the National Insti-
tutes of Health has awarded approximately
$556,532 to investigators at NSU’s College of Op-
tometry to study the relationship between the vision
condition, convergence insufficiency, and reading
performance and attention. Convergence insuffi-
ciency is a common vision disorder in which the
eyes turn slightly outward when a person is reading
or doing work close to his or her eyes.
   The grant will fund the Convergence Insuffi-
ciency Treatment Trial—Attention and Reading
Trial, which is a national, multicenter clinical trial
that involves optometry, ophthalmology, psychiatry,
and education in determining how this eye-teaming
problem impacts a child’s attention and reading
performance. NSU is one of seven clinical sites
participating across the United States.
College of
Osteopathic Medicine
Receives $1.95 Million Grant
to Investigate CFS/ME
    Mary Ann Fletcher, Ph.D., Schemel Professor for
the Institute for Neuro-Immune Medicine at NSU’s
College of Osteopathic Medicine, and her research
team were awarded a $1.95 million grant from the
National Institutes of Health (NIH)/National Institute
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke to study com-
plex biomarkers of chronic fatigue syndrome/myal-
gic encephalomyelitis (CFS/ME) in men.
    Dr. Fletcher and her team will combine the find-
ings from this 100 percent federally funded four-
year study with data the team previously compiled
from its other sponsored programs in Gulf War Ill-
ness, a related neuro-immune disorder. Grants for
these four studies total nearly $10 million and have
been funded by the U.S. Department of Defense,
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, and the NIH.
    Men between the ages of 18 and 75 who
are interested in enrolling in the study can call (305)
275-5450.
Pictured at the ribbon-cutting ceremony (from left) are: Winel Segarra, NSU College of Pharmacy
student; Andrés Malavé, Ph.D., executive director of NSU’s Puerto Rico Regional Campus in San
Juan; George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D., NSU president and CEO; Jacqueline Travisano, M.B.A., CPA,
NSU executive vice president and chief operating officer; and Alexis-Morales-Fresse, NSU Abraham
S. Fischler School of Education student.
Please let us know if you have
•  been promoted or accepted a new
   professional position
•  had a major article or book published
•  been appointed to a committee or
   board of directors
•  conducted research
•  received any special awards
   or recognition
WE WANT TO READ ABOUT YOUR
ACHIEVEMENTS, SO PLEASE SUBMIT
YOUR INFORMATION BY MAY 1, 2015.
PHOTO REQUIREMENTS
High-resolution quality—no less than one megabyte (1 mb)
and in their original (from the camera) photo file format
such as .jpg or .tiff. Please do not embed photos in a
Microsoft Word document or copy them (right-click)
from Facebook or other Web sites.
WORD LIMITS
We are accepting article submissions as follows:
•  for a one-page article—no more than 650 words with one photo
•  for a two-page article—no more than 1,300 words
   with several photos
If you plan on writing a longer article,
please email us at nsucon@nova.edu.
Please update your contact information regularly
so we can continue to send you Innovations and
other important college and alumni information at 
https://www.nova.edu/webforms/alumni/index.html.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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Ongoing virtual information sessions
are available, so please visit
the College of Nursing Web site
for details at nova.edu/nursing.
• Entry-Level Nursing Program
• R.N. to B.S.N/M.S.N. Programs
• M.S.N. Program
• D.N.P. Program
The College of Nursing encourages you
to reconnect with your colleagues and
become active in the NSU Alumni Association
by visiting the following Web site: www.nova.edu/alumni.
Who knows?
You may even find a fellow College of Nursing graduate
who is working for the same employer.
